Council

**Official Members**
Three persons appointed by the Council under section 9 (1) (a) of the Act.

**Chancellor**
Willett, L J, AO (*term to 2 December 2014*)

**Vice-Chancellor**
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD *term to 1 July 2006 - 31 December 2011*

**Presiding Officer, Academic Senate**
Bradley, Professor B S, MA Oxon, PhD Edin, MAPS, MBPsS (*term to 21 September 2011*)

**Ministerial Appointed Members**
Six persons appointed by the NSW Minister for Education and Training under section 9 (1) (b) of the Act.

Catanzariti, The Honourable A, MLC (*term to 30 June 2013*)
Martin, G F, MP (*term to 31 March 2013*)
Pitkin, K, BA Newcastle (NSW), DipEd UNE, GradCertActionLng WSyd (*term to 30 June 2011*)
Hattersley, R (*term to 30 June 2011*)
Murphy, P A, BAgEc Syd (*term to 31 March 2013*)

**Council Appointed Members**
Four external persons appointed by the Council under section 9 (1) (c) and (g) of the Act, including at least one person who is a graduate.

Frangopoulos, A, BA MitchellCAE (*term to 30 June 2011*)
Page, N, BCom UNSW, MCom UNSW (*term to 30 June 2011*)
Hancock, C, BA (Soc Sci) CSTurt, MBA UNSW (*term to 30 June 2013*)
Hayes P, MSc (Horticulture) UC Davis, BAppSc (Wine Science) CSTurt, DipEd Monash, BSci (Human Physiology, Chemistry) UMelb (*term to 30 June 2011*)

**Elected Members**
Five persons elected by the academic staff, general staff and students of the University under section 9 (1) (d), (e) and (f) of the Act.

Tien, Dr D, B Sc (equ) HLUJ, M Sc (equ) CAS, MSc Ohio State Univ, PhD Univ of Syd (*term to 30 June 2012*)
Logan, Dr P, BSc Macq, MAppSc Syd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSTurt (*term to 30 June 2012*)
Frost, C, (*term to 30 June 2012*)
O’Hagan, Dr R, BAgSc (Hons) UMelb, MAGSc LaTrobe, PhD UMelb, GAICD (*term to 30 June 2012*)
Stuart, J, BEd (Primary) CSTurt (*term to 30 June 2012*)

**University Secretary**
Burdack, M G, BA BLegS Macq

**Deputy University Secretary**
Breen, L G, GradCert Ethics&LegStud CSTurt
Regional Consultative Committees

The membership for the Albury-Wodonga, Bathurst, Dubbo and Wagga Wagga campuses shall comprise the following members who will be appointed by the Council, on the recommendation of the Vice-Chancellor, pursuant to section 17 of the Act:

- The relevant head of campus (Presiding Member);
- Six members of the community nominated by the Vice-Chancellor;
- One member of the Council, who is neither a staff nor student member and who resides in, or has a close affinity with, the area in which the relevant campus is located.

Senior Officers of the University

Chancellor
Willett, L J, AO

Vice-Chancellor
Goulter, Professor I C, BE Cant, MS PhD Ill

Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice President (Academic)
Chambers, Professor R C, BA PhD Syd

Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice President (Administration)
Gorman, Professor L, BA NE, GradCertMgt WSyd, PhD Sus

Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice President (Research)
Thomas, Professor S M, BSc(Hons) PhD LaTrobe, GradCertMgt GradCertTertEdu GradDipMgt MBA Deakin

Presiding Officer, Academic Senate
Bradley, Professor B S, MA Oxon, PhD Edin, MAPS, MBPsS

Executive Director, Division of Financial Services
Dowler, P W, BBus MitchellCAE, MBA CSTurt, CPA

Executive Director, Division of Human Resources
Knight, M G, MMgt SQld, BBus MitchellCAE, FAHRI
Faculty of Arts

Faculty Office

Dean of Faculty
Cahalan, Professor A, BA SydCollArts, MDes TechnolSyd, PhD Curtin

Associate Dean, International
Gibbons, Professor P E. DipEd BA(Hons) MEd PhD Syd

Associate Dean, Policing
Green, Associate Professor T A, MA Northumbria

Associate Dean, Research
Moran, Professor C

Associate Dean, Teaching & Learning
Wallace, Doctor J E, BA Melb, DPhil Oxon

Sub-Dean, Fieldwork Education
Bowles, Associate Professor W L, BSW PhD NSW

Faculty Manager
Doubleday, R W, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE, GDipEd CSturt

Faculty Administrative Officers
Cox, A F W, BBus CSturt
Gifford, H L, BA OIdUT

Faculty Support STAR Plan
Ogden, J C, DipT HawkesburyAgColl, BEd CSturt

Faculty Web Officer
Stone, R A, DipDigMedia NSWTAFE, BA CSturt

Australian Graduate School of Policing

Head of School
Woolston, Associate Professor R, MEd TechnolSyd, BSocSc CSturt

Professors
Delahunty, J, TTHD JCE, BA Wits, JurisD Seattle, MAPS
†Keelty, M J

Visiting Professor
Sporer, S L, BA Colorado, MA PhD NewHampshire

Associate Professors
O’Brien, N, GradDipPersMgt MA Westm

Adjunct Associate Professor
Shaw, G

Senior Lecturers
Beckley, A, LLM Wolv, MSc Worc
Herrington, V L, BSc MSc Portsmouth
Ingham, R V, BAdEd MEd PhD WSyd
†Lindsay, G M, MEd Vic, MCrim Melb, LLM Monash
McDermott, P J H
Mills, B K, LLB NSW, GradDipLegalPrac LLM TechnolSyd, ADipJusticeAdmin MitchellCAE
Prunckun, H W
Roberts, P, BA(Hons) ANU, GradDipAppPsych MAAppSc Canberra
Walsh, P F, BA MSocSc OId

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Briskey, M F, GDiplLamStd NE, MSIAI ANU, MA Deakin, BSocSc MSocSc CSturt
Lindsay, G M, ADipSocSc PhillipIT, BA RMIT, GradDipVocEd&Train MEd Vic, MCrim Melb, LLM Monash

Senior Academic Associate
†Koperberg, P

Lecturers
Buffett, T C
Mackay, A C
Manock, J D, ADipEmergMgt Tas, BSocSc EMergMgt CSturt
Ward, D P

Adjunct Lecturers
Branca, P, ADipSocSc DipSecMgt Tas, BSocSc EMergMgt CSturt
Brogan, R
White, V D, DipBusAdmin Cape Breton, BA Acadia, MA Royal Roads
Young, L J, BSc(Hons) NSW, MA CSturt

Adjunct Associate Lecturer
†MCCoy, B, BPolicing GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt

Adjunct Research Associate
†Sevil, M, BSc NSW

School Business Manager
Dines, J

School Administrative Assistant
Hong, J, DipPublicRelations PRISA
School of Communication & Creative Industries

Head of School
Woodward, Associate Professor M L, BA BFA DipEd Tas

Associate Heads of School
Denyer-Simmons, P, BA MitchellCAE, GradCertComm MA DComm CSturt
Mairata, J, BA MA Murd

Adjunct Professors
Bremner, J C, BA WAust, PhD RMIT
Cochrane, G D, BFA MFA PhD Tas, BEd TasmanianCAE, HonDLitt NSW

Associate Professor
Mills, J K, BA(Hons) Kent, PhD WSyd

Senior Lecturers
Agzarian, M, DipArt RiverinaCAE
Alexander, D M, LLB Otago, MA CSturt
Boland, G F, DipMimeComedy Dell’Arte, DipDramaEd&Therapy Newcastle(UK), BA DipEd MEd NE, PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Denyer-Simmons, P, BA MitchellCAE, GradCertComm MA DComm CSturt
McGillion, C J M, BA MA(Hons) Syd
Spence, E H, BA(Hons) PhD Syd
Staples, M A, DipLC Siena, BA PhD Syd

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Blaikie, W D, DipMimeComedy Dell’Arte, MA NSW, MA Syd
Schumacher, C R, BEd StateColCollVic, MA NSW

Lecturers
Aubin, D R, BA(Hons) McMaster
Candusso, D J, BA BA(FineArts)
Dillon, H J, BA NE, BA(Hons) CSturt
Fell, B G, MA(Hons) Wpgong, BA MitchellCAE
Finlayson, A G, BComm CSturt
Gater, B, BA CSturt
Hagan, A P, BA(BA) CSturt, MACM
Harding, R R, DipTeach NZDeptEd, BA Cant
Hardwick, K M
Holcombe, J B, BA SydColArts, GDipArt Newcastle(NSW)
Klabbers, J G, BA SydColArts, DipEd GDipArt Newcastle(NSW), PhD CSturt
Llewellynn, A
Mairata, J, BA MA Murd
Maxwell, D C, CertIVAssess&WorkTrain NSW TAFE, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt
McNamara, P J, MA CSturt
Montgaret, J D, DipT Metb, GDipEmbroidery RMIT, MA CSturt
Nankervis, K B, GradCertWrit TechnolSyd, BA MitchellCAE
Overton, N G, DipArt&Design MFA VCA, PhD CSturt
Pagan, S, DipGemm GAGTL, Certified Jeweller Switz
Saunders, J B, DipT HobartTechColl
Schoenmaker, S L, BA MMgt CSturt
Smith, K E, BA(Hons) CSturt
Sproule, P D, BA MA CSturt
†Van Heekeren, M A, MA Macq, BA GradDipMkt CSturt, BA MitchellCAE
Wood, S G, DipT Syd, PhD RMIT, MA CSturt

Adjunct Lecturers
Angell, B M
Bowdler, C, DEd BA Syd, BA GradDip SydColArts, MVA NTerritory, PhD ANU
O’Connor, D J, MA Med CSturt
Phillips, J E, BA(Hons) MA UK
Sedger, A K M, BAppSc(Hons) NE
Taylor, J F, BA RMIT, MA(Hons) PhD CSturt
Wain, A N, DipDramArt VCA, BA(Hons) Monash, PhD WSyd

Associate Lecturers
Green, F L, BPpsych(Hons) NE, BA CSturt
Kinnane, M J
Olsen, M J, BA CSturt
Orchard, C M
Wotzko, R A, MA Amsterdam, MA Warw, BA BA(Hons) CSturt

Facilities Manager
Gordon, G J, DipBusFrontlineMgt NMIT, DipT ArmidaleCAE, AssocDipVisArts BA CSturt

Media Technical Officer
Glen, P A, BA CSturt

Radio News Supervisor
Bloomfield, R C
School Office Manager
Collin, M A
Senior Technical Officers
Clulow, G W
Sweetnam, G B
Production Technical Officer
Jones, J C, AssocDipCreativeArts RiverinaCAE, BA CSTurt
Theatre Technical Officer
Shead, K S, BCA Wgong
Administrative Officer
Pascoe, V R
Technical Officers
Hawke, D M
McKenzie, P R
Administrative Assistant
tGlazier, S A
School Secretary
tMerton, W J
Secretary/Administrative Assistant
tFlaskas, K L
Technical Support Officer
Harris, A R

2MCE-FM
Manager, 2MCE-FM
Larsen, R R
Program & Production Coordinator
tO'Connor, M A, BA Griff
2MCE Production Assistant
tThompson, A T
Administrative Assistant
Hill, R L

NRN
Manager, NRN
Hetherington, P R
News Editor
t...
Journalist
Smith, R D, BComm Monash

School of Humanities & Social Sciences

Head of School
McKinnon, Associate Professor J G, BSW NSW, MSocWk CSTurt

Associate Heads of School
Luck, M J, BA BA Griff, BA(Hons) Qld, PGCE Cantab, MA Nott
Wallace, J E, BA Melb, DPhil Oxon

Professors
Pawar, M S, BA Karn, MA TataInstitSocScis, PhD JMI
tWeckert, J F, DipCompSc MA LaTrobe, BA Adel, PhD Melb, MACS

Adjunct Professors
Alston, M M, B SocStud Syd, MLitt NE, PhD NSW, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurrayIHE, MAASW
Karanakis, G, BA PhD Athens, MA Indiana, HonDLitt CSTurt

Associate Professors
Anscombe, A W, DipTh AustCollTheol, BSocStud Syd, GDipMan CapricorniaAE, MSocSc PhD CSTurt, MAASW
Bowles, W L, BSW PhD NSW
Higgins, V J G, BA BA(Hons) PhD CQld

Adjunct Associate Professors
Beauchamp, C, BSc MSc Lond, GradDipMgt CapricorniaAE, GDipEd SAustCAE, DMA LocalGovExamBoard(UK), PhD NSW
Gray, I W, BA Macq, GDipRecPlan CanberraCAE, MA PhD ANU

Senior Lecturers
Alexandra, A, BA MA Melb, BPhil Oxon
Collingridge, M J, DipContEd NE, LLB Brist
Luck, M J, BA BA(Comm) Griff, BA(Hons) Qld, PGCE Cantab, MA Nott
Macleod, M W
Masterman-Smith, H L, BA(Hons) PhD WSyd
Matthews, S C, BA(Hons) PhD Monash
McLean, G R
†Molloy, F C, BA Belfast, MA Syd, PhD NUI
O’Carroll, J J, BA(Hons) BCom JamesCook, MA(Hons) Syd, PhD Murd
O’Sullivan, D T, DipT BSocSc(Hons) PhD Waik
Ragusa, A T, BA(Hons) StFrancis, MSc PhD VPI&State
Wallace, J E, BA Melb, DPhil Oxon

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Boadle, D G, BA(Hons) MA(Hons) Syd, MLitt Cantab
Dunn, A M, BRurSc NE, MAgrSc Melb
Gilbey, D E, DipEd STC, MA(Hons) Syd
Goldsworthy, F E, BA Newcastle(NSW), MA Windsor
McLachlan, R C D, MA Alta, PhD ANU
McLean, D A, BA PhD Syd
Wilson, R L, BSoc(Hons) DipEd MEd Belfast

Lecturers
Anae, N, BA(Hons) PhD Tas, DipT BEd CSturt
†Bacchus, R, BA(Hons) PhD CSturt
Bailey, I R, BA Syd
Barber, N G, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE, MChild&AdolesWelf CSturt
Barton, H M, BA BSocWk GradCertBusAdmin GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MHumanServMgt CSturt, AASW
Bell, K J, BA LaTrobe, BSW Melb, PhD CSturt
†Boetto, H R, BA BSocWk CSturt
Breckenridge, W, PhD Oxon
Brown, L E
Browne, K V, LLB NE, MA Macq, BA CSturt
Bull, D W, BA BA(Hons) MA Well
Callander, S M, BA BSocWk CSturt
Cohen, D B
Crichton, M Y, BSocSc BSocSc(Hons) MA PhD QldUT
Cumes, G M, BA NE, LLB Syd, LLM NSW
†Daylight, R A
Duncombe, R H, BA BSW Melb, MSWAP Qld
†Ellen, M, RN BSocWk Melb, MPhil WAust
Gaffey, J M, BSocSc(Hons) WSyd
Harvey, R, BSocSc PrestoniT
Healy, J P
Johnson, S J, BSocWk Tas, MSocWk Newcastle(NSW), AASW
Lemmon, A J, MA Aberd, MSocSc CSturt
McFarlane, K L, BA LLB Syd
†Morrissey, M A
Muenstermann, I K, BA(Hons) Adel, PhD Flin
Mungai, N W, BSocWk MAgrStud Melb, MSocWk RMIT
Palmer, L S J, BA PhD LaTrobe
Rush, E L
Sappey, J R, MBus QldUT, PhD Griff, DipT BA MitchellICA
Segal, A P M, BA WAust, PhD Cantab
Seymour, C A, BSocAdmin Flin, BSocSc SAustICA, MSocSc CSturt
Sheahan, M A, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE, MSocSc CSturt
Strong, C L
Taylor, A T, BA PhD Syd
Valentine, B V, GradDipAdmin TechnolSyd, BSocWk(Hons) PhD CSturt
Van Duinen, J, PhD NSW
Velander, F I, BSc Mid Sweden University, DPhil Curtin
Villator, O D, BA BA(Hons) PhD WSyd
Westerner, D S, DipEd BA(Hons) Syd, PhD JamesCook
Whittford, T A, MA Macq, BA GradDipEd PhD CSturt

Adjunct Lecturers
Blacklow, N M, BA BA(Hons) PhD CSturt
Franks, W E, BA Syd, MED Birm, MLitt NE
Hawkett, R, DipEd STC, BSoc MA Syd, GDipCommMgt TechnolSyd
Jones-Mutton, T A, BSocWk CSturt, BA RiverinaMurrayIHE
Lorimer, R, MSc Edin, PhD Lough
Moore, E G, BSW LaTrobe, BSocSc NE, MA NSW, MLegalStudies TechnolSyd
Osburn, L G, BSW NSW, DipTentEd PhD NE
Phillip, J, DipAdulEd Newcastle(UK), DipEd MA Syd, PhD NSW
Selby, J M, BA(Hons) StAnd, PhD Cantab
Short, M A, BSocWk NSW, MSocSc CSturt

Associate Lecturers
Moorhead, B J, BSocWk(Hons) CSturt

School Office Manager
Rushbrook, C A, BEc LaTrobe

Field Liaison Officer, Practicums
Byrne, T L, DipTeach HawkesburyAgColl
Liaison Officer, Field Education
†Lawler, C K
Project Officer
O'Donnell, K A
School Administrative Officer
Ward, R J, BA GradDipEd CSturt
Administrative Assistants
†Cameron, C A R
Collins, P C
Havelka, J B
†Kelly, J A
Noble, T D

School of Policing Studies

Head of School
Woolston, Associate Professor R, MEd TechnolSyd, BSoSc CSturt

Senior Lecturers
Davies, A J, CertIVWorkTrain IllawarraIT, BA JamesCook, GradDipAdmin CanberraCAE, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MEd CSturt
Ivanoff, P G, GradCertPolicMgt CSturt
Wooden, K R, BPolicing GradCertUnivTeach&Learn MSocSc CSturt

Senior Academic Associate
Devery, C M Z

Lecturers
Allan, D M C, DipT CCE, PGCE City
Arentsen, V R, MPET AustiCath, MPET Deakin, DipAppPolicing CSturt
Aspland, D P, MPubPol CSturt
Bushell, C, ADipAdEd TechnolSyd, BAdEd Canberra, GradCertMgt Wgong
Calder, C, BSc(Hons) Portsmouth
Caulfield, R, LLB Sheff, GradDipLegalPrac DeMont
Corbo Crehan, A E, PhD Melb
Croatto, M T, BAdEd TechnolSyd
Daly, B F, AssocDipApplPol GradCertUnivTeach&Learn GradDipPubAdmin MPubPol&Admin CSturt
Edlington, B S, BAdEd MA TechnoIStyd, GradCertEthics&LegalStud CSturt
†Jay, D E, DipGovt DipSecRiskMgt AustSecAcad, BSc(Hons) Portsmouth, GradCertLead&Mgt CGLI
Kelly, A M, BA GCertPolicMgt CSturt
†Leath, F E, BA Syd, LLM(Hons) Bond, GradDipLegalPrac TechnolSyd
†Leffley, W L, LLB Wgong
McKinley, A C, BA WSyd, MCrimJust Monash
Mills, M J, LLB(Hons) DeMont, MIL
Nixon, J D, DipTeach Kuning-gaiCAE, BAdEd TechnolSyd
Probert, K H, BEd Southampton, MSc Portsmouth
Robinson, S E, BSoScWk SAust
†Shipton, B L, MEd TechnolSyd
†Willer, K L, ADipAdEd TechnolSyd, BAdEd WSyd, GCertProLdr AustiCath, GCertHRM StSydInstTAFE

Academic Associates
Armstrong, K, BAdEd TechnolSyd, DipPolicing CSturt
Backhouse, A G
Bakker, B J
Barker, J M
Bell, J H
Cooney, A J
Corby, L K
Deaves, G M
Ferguson, D
Fletcher, N L
Gillmore, S G
Goodman, J
Gregory, J
Grooters, R
Hart, C S
Hinds, C J
Howard, M L
O'Connor, G M
Patterson, C L
Post, M C
Richards, S J
Rowcliff, V T
Rudd, N J
Sharp, P
Sherer, S
Small, P N
Sowden, P A
Stafford, C W
Thurbon, M
Turner, S M
Wade, A D
Watson, M N
Webster, D P

Associate Lecturer
McDonald, M R J

Provisional Academic Associate
Fletcher, A J
McClelland, H

Demonstrators
Bradley, M L
Davis, B A
Trotter, J R
Volcich, A
Whyte, A D

Instructors
Day, S J
Gardner, S E
Gasson, C A
Gurr, P R
Hellessey, P N
Holder, D J
Holland, N S
Howard, N
Shiels, M R
Smith, A M
Tucker, N A
Wright, D J

Executive Officer
Rocker, J, GDipBus Monash

Administration & Systems Officer
Allwright, R S, BBus AustCath

Administrative Officers
†McWhirter, F A
Pallot, K M
Ryan-Gales, M J
†Simpson, A M, DipTrain&AssessSys VETAB
Thrower, E G

Administrative Assistants
†Palko, D J
†Parry, J I

School of Psychology

Head of School
Kiernan, Associate Professor M J, BSc MPsychoHons PhD NSW, BTh SydTheologicalColl

Professors
Bradley, B S, MA Oxon, PhD Edin, MAPS, MBPsS
Fryer, D M, BA(Hons) MA Lond, PhD Edin, FBPsS, FSCRA
Moran, C

Associate Professors
†Thompson, A P, BA(Hons) York(Can), MA PhD WOnt, MAPS
Tyson, G A, MSc Natal, PhD Wits, MAPS

Adjunct Associate Professor
Maybery, D J, BA BSc(Hons) Deakin, PhD JamesCook

Senior Lecturers
Hodgins, G A, DPC Melb, BA(Hons) CSturt
Mallard, D, BSc PhD NSW
Murrell, E R, BSc(Hons) MPsychoHons NSW, MAACBT, MAPS

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Casey, P J, ThL CatholicInstSyd, BA(Hons) MA PhD Newcastle(NSW), MAPS

Lecturers
Boxall, D J, BBehavSc(Hons) PhD LaTrobe
Buckingham, R M W, MA(Hons) Auck, PhD Syd
Dryer, M R O, BSc(Hons) PhD Auck
Fox, R, BSc PhD Stirling
Gullifer, J M, BPsych(Hons) CSturt, AssocMAPS, CMACA
Harris, J B, BA(BA(Hons) PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Hiramatsu, I, BPsych(Hons) MA Rajsh, PhD Brist, CPsychol
†McGovern, A C, DPC Deakin, BA(Hons) CSturt
Quinton, S J, BSc(Hons) Birm, PGCertLTHE PGCertResSS MA CLancs, MSc Stirling, PhD Manc, CPsychol, FHEA, MAED, MANZAED, MAPS, MBPS, MIAED, Reg. Psychol(HPC[UK], Reg. Psychol(PBA)
Saling, L L, BA BSc(Hons) Monash
Schuurnans-Stekhoven, J B, BSc(Hons) PhD ANU, BEc(Hons) GdipAgEc NE
†Shaw, R M, BPsych(Hons) GradCertEd PhD JamesCook
Sulikowski, D R, BSc NE, BSc(Hons) PhD Macq
†Squires, J T, BA(Hons) BD(Hons) Sydney, MA PhD Yale
†McFarlane, R J, BA(Hons) MEdLdr Macq, PhD Sydney, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt

School of Theology

Head of School
Pearson, C, BA(Hons) BD Otago, PhD Cantab

Associate Head of School (Canberra)
Neville, D, BA Berea, BD MelbCollDivinity, PhD Murdoch

Associate Head of School (North Parramatta)
Moore, Associate Professor G, BA Sydney

United Theological College, North Parramatta

Principal
Pearson, C, BA(Hons) BD Otago, PhD Cantab

Adjunct Professors
†Cheon, S, BA ThM Yonsei, MDiv Presbyterian Theological Seminary, MTh Yale, PhD Graduate Theological Union
†Drayton, R D, BSc(Hons) Adel, BD MelbCollDivinity, PhD ChicTheolSem

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Burns, S, BA MA PhD Dunelm, MLitt Cantab
Emilsen, W, DipEd BSc(Hons) NSW, BD(Hons) MA PhD Sydney
Havea, J, BA TexasWesleyan, MD MTs Perkins, PhD SMU
†Squires, J T, BA(Hons) BD(Hons) Sydney, MA PhD Yale

Adjunct Lecturers
†Budden, C, BA(Hons) NSW, GradDipEd SAustCAE, DMin SFTS
†Carroll, S A, AssocDipAcct NSWTAFE, BTh MTh(Hons) SCD
†Curthoys, P, BA BA(Hons) NE, PhD NSW
†Earl, T M, BA(Hons) Sydney, MDiv SCD
†Edwards, B, BTh CanberraCollTheol, BA(Hons) Macq, PhD NSW
†Emeleus, T G, BA(Hons) MA MDiv SCD, DPhil Oxon
†Fleming, N A, AssocDipAppSc RydeTAFE, BTh SCD
†Goringe, C M, BA(BA(Hons) Cantab, BTh CSTurt, DPhil Oxon
Grocock, K D, BDesign Med TechnolSyd, GradDipMin Moore, BTh(Hons) SCD
†Hand, K E, BMus BA(Hons) WSyd, MTh AustCath, MPhil Sydney
†Hanks, R J, BEcon DEd Newcastle(NSW)
Hill, M, BA NSW, BD Sydney, GradDipEd BrisbaneCAE, Med PhD Newcastle(NSW)
†Hirt, J, DipRelEd MCD, DipTh BTC(NSW), DipBibSt SMBC, MDiv PSR, PhD Sydney
†Kim, I W, BTh SCD
†Lee, S T, BTh SeoulMethTheolSem, MTh Yonsei, DMin SFTC MA PhD Sydney
†McFarlane, R J, BA MEDLDR Macq, BTh SCD, ThM(Hons) PhD Sydney, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSturt

†Forman, P I, BSc NSW, GDipEd Kuring-gaiCAE, GradDiplInfoSys MitchellCAE
†Malone, J L, BA Alta, MCouns Gonzaga
†Carroll, S, AssocDipAcct NSWTAFE, BA CSTurt
†Wood, E A, DipHRM WinstTAFE

School Office Manager
Hogan, V M, AdvCertPersMgt NSWTAFE, BA CSTurt

Administrative Officer
Garrett, S M, BPsych(Hons) CSTurt

Technical Officer
†Forman, P I, BSc NSW, GDipEd Kuring-gaiCAE, GradDiplInfoSys MitchellCAE

School Administrative Assistant
Jacobson, Kim

Secretary/Admin Assistant
Montgomery, J J

Office Assistant
†Wood, E A, DipHRM WinstTAFE
†Hudson, R, \textit{Christian Heritage College}, BA(Hons) PhD James Cook
†Palmer, D, BTh Canberra Coll Th, BTh(Hons) MTh CSturt
†Pattenden, R, DipArt Alexander Mackie Coll, DipEd STC, BA NSW, MPhil PhD Syd, DipTh MTh(Hons) SCD
†Pereira, P J, BTh SCD, GradDipCounselling Wesley Inst, MCouns(Hons) NE
†Powell, G, BEc ANU, MA Macq
†Raine, E, BA Newcastle (NSW), BTh SCD, MA Macq
†Rees, J L, BTh(Hons) SCD
†Reichardt, D C, BTh SCD, BSc(Hons) Syd, BTh(Hons) PhD CSturt
†Thornley, A W, BTh ACTh, BA MA(Hons) PhD Auck, BA MEd Syd
†Thornley, C, Teaching Cert NZ, BA Ed Syd, GradDipTEsol Technol Syd, BTh SCD
†Tupou-Thomas, S, BTh BTh(Hons) CSturt
†Yang, M D, BTh SCD, MA Syd, DMin SFTS
Walker, C C, BA Syd, MDiv Garrett, PhD Claremont
†Wilson, M B, BTh SCD, BSc(Hons) NSW, GradDipAppSc MMin CSturt

\textbf{Adjunct Administrators}
Holden, D
Kelly, R
Rosolen, G
Stokes, J, BAppSc WSyd
Taito, I S, BA LLB GradCertLegalPrac Wgong

\textbf{St Barnabas’ Theological College, Adelaide}
\textbf{Principal}
Anstey, Dr M P, BTh Canberra Coll Th, MCS Regent, PhD Vrije
\textbf{Adjunct Professor}
†Crotty, R B, BTh SSL STL Pontifical Biblical Institute, MA Melb, PhD Adel
\textbf{Adjunct Senior Lecturer}
Tolliday, P, BTh(Hons) PhD Flin
\textbf{Adjunct Lecturers}
†Elston, G O, BTh LTh ThD MCD
†Driver, J W, ThScot LTh ACTh, MTh SCD, PhD CSturt
†Fitzsimons, R O, DipEd Adel, BA BTh(Hons) PhD Flin
†Fopp, R, BA BTh BA(Hons) PhD Flin
Hufla, W K, BTh(Hons) PhD Flin
†Keroloss, H, BA Cairo, MA McCormick, MA StVladimirs, PhD Fordham
†Lee, J, BA Grift BTheol TheolM CMC, STL Gregorian Rome
†McLeod, C, DipPastStud ACD, BTh Flin
†Rowston, D J, BCom Melb, BD(Hons) MCD, GradDipEd SAustCAE, PhD BaptThSem(KY)
†Thomas, M A, BTh BTh(Hons) Flin, BSc Melb
†Trudinger, P, BA ANU, MS PhD Stanford, BD Syd, PhD Emory
†Williams, P, DipDip ACD, LTh ACTh, MTh Flin

\textbf{Adjunct Professional}
Taylor, C J, BA Adel, BTh Flin, MPubPol Deakin

\textbf{St Francis’ Theological College, Brisbane}
\textbf{Principal}
Ogden, Dr S, BA Monash, BD MCD, MTh PhD Flin
\textbf{Adjunct Lecturers}
Bozikis, A, BCom Qld, BTh SCD, MTh Syd
Crothers-Robertson, S J, BTh BCT, MA AustCath
†Free, M, DipEd Syd, BA PhD Qld
†Hall, J D R, BA(Hons) MA Dunelm, PGCE Exe, PhD Glas
†Hebron, C A, BA Qld, MTh BCT, PhD CSturt
†Jenks, G C, BA(Hons) MA PhD Qld
†Lauffer, C E, BSc ANU, BTheol MCD, GradDipPsych WAIT, PhD Monash
†Leaves, N, MRE Lond, MTh Oxon, PhD Murd
†Lowe, A M, BTh BCT, BBehavSc BPsych(Hons) MOrgPsykh Griff
†McWilliam, L, BTh BCT, MCouns AustCath
†Nye, G A, BA Qld, GradDipTh BCT, G DipEd Qld UT
†Ogden, A, BBehavSc Flin, GradDipScSc MScSc S Aust
†Thomson, C, BA DipEd Stirling, BTh(Hons) PhD Flin, DPastStud ACD

\textbf{Adjunct Professional}
James, E T, BSc JamesCook, DipEd Qld, MAAppSc CSturt

\textbf{Adjunct Administrator}
Anthonisz, S B

\textbf{St Marks National Theological Centre, Canberra}
\textbf{Director}
Frame, Professor T R, BA(Hons) PhD NSW, DipEd Melb, MA(Hons) Kent, MTh SCD

\textbf{Adjunct Professors}
†Banks, R J, LTh ACTh, BA Syd, BD(Hons) MTh Lond, PhD Cantab
†Garrett, G J, BSc Melb, BD MCD, ThD GTU
†Hudson, R, BTh MTh MCD, BAppSc PhilipIT, PhD LaTrobe
†Kaye, B N, BA Sydney, BD(Hons) London, ThD Australian Theological College
Lorenzen, T, BA Sydney, BD Melbourne, ThD University of Basel
MacKinlay, E, BA Macquarie, BTh Sydney, MEducation, PhD La Trobe
†Moses, J, BA(Hons) Qld, MA Munich, PhD Erlangen
Painter, J, ThSchole Australian Theological College, DipRelEd Melb, BD London, PhD Dunelm

**Adjunct Associate Professors**
Cowdell, S, BSc Griffith, PhD Qld
†Pickard, S K, BD Melbourne, BCom NSW, PhD Dunelm

**Adjunct Senior Lecturers**
Thomson, H J, BSW NSW, BTh Sydney, PhD Australian College of Theology

**Adjunct Lecturers**
†Blake, H L, DipBibSt Moore, DipEd STC, BCom Counselling, PhD Griffith University
†Clark, M, BEc(Hons) Macquarie, MBA Toronto, PhD University of Sydney
†Clark, S, BTh Canberra, GradDipEd RMIT, MA(Hons) Motherwell, MA(Hons) Kentucky, PhD Qld
†Douglas, B E, BA Macquarie, BD Melbourne, PhD Newcastle (NSW), MTh(Hons) Sydney
†Dundon, C G, BD(Hons) London, MA(Hons) PhD NSW
†Edwards, R M, BA BPhil Med Sydney
†Foulcher, J E, BA(Hons) GradDipDiv Sydney
†Holt, J D, DipT NSW, BD(Hons) Moore, MMin Sydney
†Hynd, D, DipLib BA NSW, BD Melbourne, MA ANU
†Joseph, K R, BA(Hons) Macquarie, PhD Newcastle (NSW), GradDipTh Sydney
†Ledger, C F, BSc ANU, BSc(Hons) Murdoch, MSocSci NSW, PhD Sydney
†Llewellyn, P, BD Melbourne, BA(Hons) Macquarie, GradDipEd Canberra, GradDipPastCouns Sydney
†MacKay, F A, DipEd BA UMelb PhD NE
†Marston, J E, BSc(ME) ANU
†Mathews, J R, BD IBTS, BAppSc Lincoln Institute of Higher Studies, MA Cape Town, PhD Sydney
†Mathieson, K R, DipEd Sydney, BSc Sydney, BTh(Hons) Australian Theological College, MA Munich, PhD Qld
†Miller, E H, DipOT Sydney, AMusA AMEB, BCounselling MCounselling(Hons) NE
†Olds, S, BA Sydney, GradDipEFT IETF
†Palmer, I S, DipThL Dunelm, BD(Hons) London
†Parker, G R, BEducation Olds, BA BSc(Hons) PhD Newcastle (NSW)
Pocock, P G, BA New South Wales, MM DMA, SCali, BTh Sydney
†Redlich, M, BSc GradDipEd Graduate Studies MCounselling Qld
†Robinson, D A, BTh Sydney, MA Melbourne, MMin Sydney
†Rose, P R, MEd Canberra, MEngSc New South Wales
†Saines, D G, BAgEc New South Wales, BTh Diploma in Theology, GradCertEd Griffith, PhD Birmingham
†Sharr, R T, LTh Australian Theological College, BA(Hons) Trinity London, MA Sydney
†Trevitt, C A, BAppSc Canberra College of Education, GradDipGeron Monash, MNurs Canberra
†Varcoe, G J, DipLiturStud BD(Hons) Melbourne, MTh Bachelor of Divinity, MA Sydney, MMin Sydney
Warnken, R, BSc Sydney, MTh Australian Theological College, MDiv Fuller
West, J A, BA Macquarie, GradDipEd NE, MTh City, PhD Sydney
Withycombe, R, BA Sydney, MA New South Wales, PhD ANU
†Wright, D J, BTh Film
Yuile, E A, DipEd GradDipCommCounselling Canberra, BA Sydney

**Adjunct Professional**
Malins, K, GradDipLIM Canberra, DipLIM Canberra
Phillips, S, BTh Canberra College of Theology, GradDipLIM Canberra
Young, S, BEd Canberra

**Adjunct Administrator**
Francis, H, DipAcct PNA
Palmer, E
Teo, K
Faculty of Business

Faculty Office

Dean of Faculty
White, Professor L A, BPharm PhD Syd, MCom NSW, MEd Wgong

Associate Dean
Jarratt, Professor D G, BPharm Syd, MCom NSW, PhD NE

Sub Dean, Graduate Studies & International Relations
†Sharma, Professor K K, PGDipMgt IMI, MEc TU Nepal, PhD LaTrobe

Sub Dean, Learning & Teaching
†McGrath, D M, BEd ANU, MCom LaTrobe, PhD CSturt, FCPA

Emeritus Professor
Fatseas, V A, MCom NSW, FCA, FCPA

Professors
Jarratt, D G, BPharm Syd, MCom NSW, PhD NE
†Walker, G A, DipEd MCom NSW, PhD Macq

Adjunct Professors
Dai, J, BA Shaanxi
Fredericks, L J, BA Malaya, MSc Agr Col, AgrDr Uppsala

Associate Professor
Kent, Associate Professor J M, BOccThy Qld, MCom Deakin, MAcc PhD CSturt, FCPA

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
†Ardagh, D W, DipEd Edin, MA Windsor, MA(Hons) StAnd, PhD Wash
ZHANG, L, MEd Syd, MA Warw

Lecturers
†Baines, W E, BCom GradDipEd NSW, MCom CSturt, FCA
†Murdoch, D A, BEd CSturt

Adjunct Lecturers
Bennett, K
Garewal, S P S, GradDip Macq, GradDip Punjabi, BA(Hons) Delhi, MBA MMgt TechnoSyd, GradDipVocEd&Train CSturt
HERMENS, G, GradDipEd TechnoSyd, MBA Deakin, MA Macq
Kingston, C D, GradDip MBus Monash, MEd RMIT
Mashman, A I, BBus MBus CSturt
RUSSELL, A, BEd BTech Ed TechnoSyd
SHAFI, H M, BCom Macq
SMITH, A N G, BLegS Macq, Barrister
Staines, K L, BT TechnoSyd
Stewart, P A P, MBA Wgong, BBus CSturt
van Esch, P C, MMgt CSturt

Adjunct Administrator
Li, H

Faculty Manager

Course Quality & Credit Officer
Thacker, S E, AdvDipMgt Ballarat, GradCertEdLead RMIT

Faculty Support STAR
Fisher, S M, RSA/CTEFLA Cantab, BA NSW

Administrative Assistants
Hinkley, M A
Noll, J G

School of Accounting

Head of School
Wilson, Associate Professor R H, DipFinMgt BAgEc GradDipTertiaryEd MEd NE, ASA

Associate Head of School
Kent, Associate Professor J M, BOccThy Qld, MCom Deakin, MAcc PhD CSturt, FCPA

Adjunct Professor
Heazlewood, C T, BCom DipEd Melb, MEd Monash, FCA(NZ), FCPA

Associate Professors
†Ardagh, A V, BA Wis, Juris D San Francisco, SB(Calif)
Bisman, J E, MEd NE, BBus MitchellCAE, PhD CSturt, CA, FCA, FCPA
Williams, J F, MCom(Hons) NSW, FCA

Adjunct Associate Professors
Drever, M F, DipBus NSW TAFE, GDipEd TechnoSyd, MEc NE
Murshed, H, BCom(Hons) MCom Dhaka, PhD Manc
Williams, J F, MCom(Hons) NSW, FCPA

Senior Lecturers
Deeley, C M, BA Brist, GDipEd SydneyCAE, MBA Melb
Harris, B X, BA Dublin, LLB Rhodes, PhD Walk
McGrath, D M, BEc ANU, MCom LaTrobe, PhD CSSturt, FCPA
Plummer, K S, BA MA MEC Macq, GradDipEd STC, CA, FCA

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Rose, G C, BCom Melb, MEC, PhD Monash, FCPA

Lecturers
†Baines, W E, BCom GradDipEd NSW, MCom CSSturt, FCA
Booysen-Van Der Nest, D, BLC LLB Pret, MJuris Oxon
Carrigan, A C, BA GradCertEdStud Sydney, LLB LLM TechnolSyd
Crofts, K R, GradCertPubSecMgt MEC Macq, BBus MitchellCAE, GradDipInfoSys CSSturt, MAIS
Davis, N M, BBus MCom CSSturt, CPA
Khan, S H, BCom MCom Dhaka, PhD LaTrobe
Muntean, A D, BBus MCom CSSturt
Morphy, D T, BBus CSSturt
Petzke, S P, GDipMktMgt QOid, MEC NE, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, CPA
Woon, P P, PostGradCertBus Massey, MSc Greenwich

Adjunct Lecturer
†Andrawis, T, BCom Zagazig, MCom WSyd

Associate Lecturers
Stuart, N A, BCom Sydney, GDipAppFinInv FinsiaEd, CA

School Office Manager
Sharp, J A, BBus CSSturt

Course Administrative Officers
George, T A
Lanarus, M R
Livermore, G S

Administrative Assistant
Van Kesteren, T

School of Business

Head of School
O'Neill, Associate Professor G C, BA(Hons) PhD NSW, PGDipMgt Macq

Associate Heads of School
Frost, M A, BEc NE, MAppSc WSyd
Nathan, P, BEc(Hons) Liverpool, MBA Brunel

Professors
Farrell, M A, BA(Hons) Warw, MSc Manc, PhD Monash
Fish, A J, BBus Kuring-gaiCAE, MCom(Hons) NSW, PhD Sydney, AFAHRI
Hicks, J R L, BCom DipEd MA Melb, PhD Massey
Morrison, M D, BEc Macq, PhD NSW
†Oczkowski, Professor E A, BEc PhD LaTrobe, MEC ANU
Porton, Professor K A, BCom(Hons) Liverpool, MSc Newcastle(UK), PhD NE
Sharma, K K, PGDipMgt IMI, MEC TUNepal, PhD LaTrobe

Adjunct Professors
Fayed, R, BSc MSc PhD Manc
Godden, D P, B AgrEc(Hons) MEC NE, PhD Lond
Jungmeister, A, PhD Zurich
West, G R, BEc(Hons) MECSt PhD Qld

Associate Professor
†Bamberger, G, DipPublicAdmin BA Old, MA Sydney, PhD NSW

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
†Race, D H, BAppSc Victorian College of Agriculture, GradDipEnvMgt LaTrobe, PhD ANU, MAppSc CSSturt
†Sapey, R B, BEc(Hons) Sydney, MSc Lond, PhD Qld

Senior Lecturers
Basu, P K, BA(Hons) MA Calcutta, PhD Bombay
Bryant, M, BBus BBus(Hons) PhD Monash
Duncan, R G, LLB BEc(Hons) ANU, PhD Stan
Krivokapic-Skoko, B, MA Belgrade, PhD Lincoln(NZ)
McMullen, C M, BCom GradCertHigherEd NSW, EdD TechnolSyd
Nathan, P, BEc(Hons) Liverpool, MBA Brunel, PhD Brunel

Lecturers
Bandara, Y M Y, BA MBA Sri Jay, GradDipEdDev MA Colombo, PhD Qld
Bone, Z, AssocDipAsianStud DDIAE, BA GradDipEd NSW, Med SCross
†Braithwaite, I, ADipBusMgt Northern Rivers CAE, DipAppSc Hawkesbury Ag Coll, GradCertHigherEd NSW, MA Lancing
Coghlan, I A, BCom NSW, MAgrSc Melb, AFAMI
Da Silva, D K, BA(Hons) BEcon Old, GradDipMgt DPhil Sydney
Droulers, M M, BScSci MBA CSSturt
Duncan, G W, BSc(Hons) NSW, PhD TechnolSyd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt
Farrell, M C, Ptdip(HRM) HKPoly, MBA NE, BBus CSSturt
Frost, M A, BEc NE, MAppSc WSyd
Harriss, I E, LLB Deakin, LittB NE, BA BCom MGS NSW, PhD Melb, CPA Keogh, D, MAAppFin Macq, BAppSc CSTurt, BBus MitchellCAE, AAIB
Lynch, J M, BAGsc Qld, GDipEc MEc NE Mathews, P J, DipBusAdmin MA MBS Massey, EdD CSTurt
Prentice, C, BA SICNU, MBA Lincolnshire & Humberside (UK), PhD Vic Ramudu, B, BCom Madr, MCom MPhil PhD Annam Skoko, H, BBusSc Podgorica, MSc DScience Belgrade, MCom Lincoln(NZ) Small, F A, BA Syd, BBus(Hons) Grad DipEd CSTurt
Tierney, R L, PhD Macq Tilbrook, K E, BA(Hons) MA(Ba) Syd, PhD Macq Wang, C, BA(CommStud) Murt, MBA PhD ECowan Wong, A H, BCom MFM Qld, DPhil RMIT, CFPI FRM

Adjunct Lecturers
Fromholtz, M A, BA Griff, MPA Liv, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, GradCert Uniteach & Learn CSTurt Kleinschafer, J L, PhD Macq

Research Assistant/Admin Officer
Madden, K

School Office Manager
Wakem, A M M

Course Administrative Officer
Bai, L
Craig, K L
Curtis, B A

Administrative Assistants
Cutting, K E
†Dalton, L C
Smee, W M
Turnbull, T J

School of Computing & Mathematics

Head of School
Altas, Associate Professor I, MSc METU, PhD Sask

Associate Head of School
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW, MACS, PCP

Director, Quantitative Consulting Unit
†Nielsen, S G, BAppSc GradCertBiomet GDipEd MPhil CSTurt

Professors
Bossomaier, T R J, BA Cantab, MSc PhD EAnglia, MACM Gao, J, BSc MSc HUST, PhD DUT
Russell, K G, BA Macq, MStat PhD NSW

Adjunct Professor
Cullis, B R, BSc BSc(Hons) Syd, PhD NSW

Adjunct Associate Professors
Gilmour, A R, PhD Massey
Louis, J P, BSc PhD NSW, FAMS
Smith, A B, BSc(Hons) PhD Adel
Tilbrook, D, BSc PhD Macq

Senior Lecturers
Al-Saggaf, Y M, BE(Hons) I.I.U.Malaysia, MInfoTech PhD CSTurt, MACS
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW, MACS, PCP
Charlton, P R, BMath BMath(Hons) PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Cullis, K L, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MLitt NE
Huang, X, BSc MEtech FNU, MEd South China Normal University, PhD SwinburneUT
Li, Z, BSc Hebei, PhD SQld
Lodge, K W, BSc Syd, MSc PhD NE
Tien, D D, BSc Heilongjiang, MSc ChineseScienceAcademy, MSc OhioState, PhD Syd, MIEEE
Zia, T A, BScCompSci SU, MIEEE TechnolSyd, MBA Preston(USA), PhD Syd, AACS, MACS, MIEEE

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Barchia, I, BStat Academy of Statistics (Jakarta, MStat PhD Syd
Dean, A F, MLitt NE, PhD Wgong, BEd RiverinaCAE
Fellows, G H, ADipComp RiverinaCAE, BAppSc RiverinaMurrayHE, MInfoTech CSTurt, MACS
Gosper, J J, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd, MSc Lond
Gray, P N, BA LLB Melb, LLM Syd, PhD WSyd
Hale, M, Grad Dip AdultEd & Train Melb, MBA SCross
Penatyiwa Withanage, C P, BSc MSc ETU, PhD Multimedia University (Malaysia), MACS, MIEEE

Lecturers
Ash, J K, DipMechEng BendigoCAE, BE(Hons) Monash, DipEd StateCollVic, MIEEE MPhil CSTurt, PhD CSTurt
Bhattacharya, M, BTech Kakatiya, GDipCompApp MTech BITmehra, MACM, MIEEE Burmaister, O K, DipMin BTh(Hons) AustCollTheol, BAppSc MInfoTech SwinburneUT, PhD CSTurt
Chan, A H, Med Deakin, MIEEE

Adjunct Lecturers
Fromholtz, M A, BA Griff, MPA Liv, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, GradCert Uniteach & Learn CSTurt
Kleinschafer, J L, PhD Macq

Adjunct Lecturers
Fromholtz, M A, BA Griff, MPA Liv, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, GradCert Uniteach & Learn CSTurt
Kleinschafer, J L, PhD Macq

Research Assistant/Admin Officer
Madden, K

School Office Manager
Wakem, A M M

Course Administrative Officer
Bai, L
Craig, K L
Curtis, B A

Administrative Assistants
Cutting, K E
†Dalton, L C
Smee, W M
Turnbull, T J

School of Computing & Mathematics

Head of School
Altas, Associate Professor I, MSc METU, PhD Sask

Associate Head of School
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW, MACS, PCP

Director, Quantitative Consulting Unit
†Nielsen, S G, BAppSc GradCertBiomet GDipEd MPhil CSTurt

Professors
Bossomaier, T R J, BA Cantab, MSc PhD EAnglia, MACM Gao, J, BSc MSc HUST, PhD DUT
Russell, K G, BA Macq, MStat PhD NSW

Adjunct Professor
Cullis, B R, BSc BSc(Hons) Syd, PhD NSW

Adjunct Associate Professors
Gilmour, A R, PhD Massey
Louis, J P, BSc PhD NSW, FAMS
Smith, A B, BSc(Hons) PhD Adel
Tilbrook, D, BSc PhD Macq

Senior Lecturers
Al-Saggaf, Y M, BE(Hons) I.I.U.Malaysia, MInfoTech PhD CSTurt, MACS
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW, MACS, PCP
Charlton, P R, BMath BMath(Hons) PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Cullis, K L, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MLitt NE
Huang, X, BSc MEtech FNU, MEd South China Normal University, PhD SwinburneUT
Li, Z, BSc Hebei, PhD SQld
Lodge, K W, BSc Syd, MSc PhD NE
Tien, D D, BSc Heilongjiang, MSc ChineseScienceAcademy, MSc OhioState, PhD Syd, MIEEE
Zia, T A, BScCompSci SU, MIEEE TechnolSyd, MBA Preston(USA), PhD Syd, AACS, MACS, MIEEE

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Barchia, I, BStat Academy of Statistics (Jakarta, MStat PhD Syd
Dean, A F, MLitt NE, PhD Wgong, BEd RiverinaCAE
Fellows, G H, ADipComp RiverinaCAE, BAppSc RiverinaMurrayHE, MInfoTech CSTurt, MACS
Gosper, J J, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd, MSc Lond
Gray, P N, BA LLB Melb, LLM Syd, PhD WSyd
Hale, M, Grad Dip AdultEd & Train Melb, MBA SCross
Penatyiwa Withanage, C P, BSc MSc ETU, PhD Multimedia University (Malaysia), MACS, MIEEE

Lecturers
Ash, J K, DipMechEng BendigoCAE, BE(Hons) Monash, DipEd StateCollVic, MIEEE MPhil CSTurt, PhD CSTurt
Bhattacharya, M, BTech Kakatiya, GDipCompApp MTech BITmehra, MACM, MIEEE Burmaister, O K, DipMin BTh(Hons) AustCollTheol, BAppSc MInfoTech SwinburneUT, PhD CSTurt
Chan, A H, Med Deakin, MIEEE

Adjunct Lecturers
Fromholtz, M A, BA Griff, MPA Liv, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, GradCert Uniteach & Learn CSTurt
Kleinschafer, J L, PhD Macq

Adjunct Lecturers
Fromholtz, M A, BA Griff, MPA Liv, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, GradCert Uniteach & Learn CSTurt
Kleinschafer, J L, PhD Macq

Research Assistant/Admin Officer
Madden, K

School Office Manager
Wakem, A M M

Course Administrative Officer
Bai, L
Craig, K L
Curtis, B A

Administrative Assistants
Cutting, K E
†Dalton, L C
Smee, W M
Turnbull, T J

School of Computing & Mathematics

Head of School
Altas, Associate Professor I, MSc METU, PhD Sask

Associate Head of School
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW, MACS, PCP

Director, Quantitative Consulting Unit
†Nielsen, S G, BAppSc GradCertBiomet GDipEd MPhil CSTurt

Professors
Bossomaier, T R J, BA Cantab, MSc PhD EAnglia, MACM Gao, J, BSc MSc HUST, PhD DUT
Russell, K G, BA Macq, MStat PhD NSW

Adjunct Professor
Cullis, B R, BSc BSc(Hons) Syd, PhD NSW

Adjunct Associate Professors
Gilmour, A R, PhD Massey
Louis, J P, BSc PhD NSW, FAMS
Smith, A B, BSc(Hons) PhD Adel
Tilbrook, D, BSc PhD Macq

Senior Lecturers
Al-Saggaf, Y M, BE(Hons) I.I.U.Malaysia, MInfoTech PhD CSTurt, MACS
Antolovich, M, BSc PhD NSW, MACS, PCP
Charlton, P R, BMath BMath(Hons) PhD Newcastle(NSW)
Cullis, K L, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MLitt NE
Huang, X, BSc MEtech FNU, MEd South China Normal University, PhD SwinburneUT
Li, Z, BSc Hebei, PhD SQld
Lodge, K W, BSc Syd, MSc PhD NE
Tien, D D, BSc Heilongjiang, MSc ChineseScienceAcademy, MSc OhioState, PhD Syd, MIEEE
Zia, T A, BScCompSci SU, MIEEE TechnolSyd, MBA Preston(USA), PhD Syd, AACS, MACS, MIEEE

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Barchia, I, BStat Academy of Statistics (Jakarta, MStat PhD Syd
Dean, A F, MLitt NE, PhD Wgong, BEd RiverinaCAE
Fellows, G H, ADipComp RiverinaCAE, BAppSc RiverinaMurrayHE, MInfoTech CSTurt, MACS
Gosper, J J, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd, MSc Lond
Gray, P N, BA LLB Melb, LLM Syd, PhD WSyd
Hale, M, Grad Dip AdultEd & Train Melb, MBA SCross
Penatyiwa Withanage, C P, BSc MSc ETU, PhD Multimedia University (Malaysia), MACS, MIEEE

Lecturers
Ash, J K, DipMechEng BendigoCAE, BE(Hons) Monash, DipEd StateCollVic, MIEEE MPhil CSTurt, PhD CSTurt
Bhattacharya, M, BTech Kakatiya, GDipCompApp MTech BITmehra, MACM, MIEEE Burmaister, O K, DipMin BTh(Hons) AustCollTheol, BAppSc MInfoTech SwinburneUT, PhD CSTurt
Chan, A H, Med Deakin, MIEEE
Chopping, E G, DipT STC, BA NE, GradDipEdStud MitchellCAE
Demskey, D, Med Orel, PhD Ufa
Eustace, K N, BSc ANU, G DipEd Kuring-gaiCAE, MA Paideia, G DipCompApp RiverinaMurrayHE
Howarth, J P, B InfoTech (Hons) CSSturt
Islam, M, BCE BangladeshTech, GDipInfoSc NSW, PhD Newcastle (NSW)
Kemp, M C, BSc (Hons) PhD Syd
Nielsen, S G, BAppSc GradCerfBlomet GDipEd MPhil CSSturt
Paul, M, BSc BUET, PhD Monash
Pease, W R, BAppSc QldIT, MPhil Griff
Tulip, J R, BSc ANU, GDipCompSt CanberraCAE, PhD CSSturt
Wood, R J, MSc TechnolSyd, DipT MitchellCAE, BAppSc PhD CSSturt
Zheng, L, BE Taiyuan, ME SuzhiInst, PhD TechnolSyd

Adjunct Lecturers
Im, T
Roy, P E, BAppSc RMIT
White, P A, BInfoTech MinfoTech PhD CSSturt

School Office Manager
Goodwin, L M

Administrative Officers
Grainger, J M
Jones, L

Course Administrative Officer
Mitchell, J A, BTeach CSSturt

School Administrative Officer
George, R J

Research Administrative Assistant
†Wallis, A N

International School of Business & Partnerships

Head of School
Atkinson, Associate Professor J S, BAppSc GordonIT, GDipComp Deakin, GDipEd HawthornIE, MInfSys CQld, PhD Monash

Adjunct Professor
Min, D, BEd MEd PhD Jilin
Ticehurst, G W, DipEd MEd Syd, BSc NSW, MSc PhD Macq

Adjunct Associate Professors
Bradbery, P J, GradDipEd SAustCAE, BSc MBA NSW, DipEd MitchellCAE, DBA CSSturt
Messing, J, BSc DipEd Syd, GradDipEdStud MitchellCAE, MEd(Hons) PhD CSSturt, MACE

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Mohammad, A, MBA CQld
Syed, A K, MBA PhD CQld

Lecturers
Bush, A F, BBus MEd CSSturt, HERDSAM, MAIB, MAITD, TESOL Arabia
Herriot, R G, MBA DBA SCross
Jarrett, A G, BSc DipEd Syd, MCom NSW, AAMI, IAITD
Walsh, M D, LLB MSc Lond, BEd DipEd Syd

Adjunct Lecturers
Bourke, D, BEd StateCollVic, MPA WFlor, DBA RMIT, FAHRI, FAIM, MIMC
Buskalowa, G, BSc(Hons) Maur, MFin RMIT, MPA VictoriaUT
Cevenini, A, BVocEd&Train MinfoTech CSSturt
Costadopoulos, N, BComm(SStud) MTECH TechnolSyd
Dennis, A S, GradCertMgt AIM, AssocDipCrimJustice BSocSc(Hons) CSSturt
Dunn, A, BEd Monash, GDipEd Melb
Fridey, B, B InfoTech(Hons) PhD Deakin
Heiyanthuduwage, S R, BSc(Hons) Kelaniya, MSc Colombo
Jha, S
Nicholson, D, DipBusFrontlineMgt NSWTA FE, MBA WSynd
Pham, T N, DipAcc DipTrain&Assess Holmesglen, GDipMPRA Monash, BBusStud CSSturt
Smith, P, GradDipVocEd&Train CSSturt
Treganowan, J A, MBus QLD

Associate Lecturer
Parker, J E, ADipComp Newcastle(NSW), BAppComp GradDipGIS&RemoteSens CSSturt

Adjunct Administrators
Aw, K H, BEcon Malaya
Chan, F L A
Duarte, P L, BA(Administration) LaSalle(Colum), MA Acc QLD
Lin, D
Lv, N
Sutton, K
Tan, K

School Executive Officer
Scully, R J, ADipHealthAdmin MitchellICA
Executive Assistant, TAFE & Corporate Partnerships
Lander, K E, BA Deakin, GradCertTESOL CSturt
School Administrative Officers
†Bennett, A J
Halbisch, R M
Administrative Assistant
Astrup, L C
Faculty of Education

Faculty Office

Dean of Faculty
Downes, Professor T I, BEd Syd, MEd Tor, PhD WSyd

Associate Dean, Academic
Dillon, K W, BADipEd Macq, PhD QLD, GDipLib RiverinaCAE, MEd(Hons) CSturt, AALIA

Associate Dean, Early Childhood Education
Dockett, Professor S B

Associate Dean, Research
Marino, Professor F, BPhysEd WAust, MEd Syd, PhD CSturt

Associate Dean, Teacher Education
Reid, Professor J, BEd PhD Deakin, BA DipEd Qld, GradCertEd Ballarat

Sub-Dean, Professional Experience
†Hastings, W J, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MEd(Hons) PhD CSturt

Emeritus Professors
Braggett, E J, BA DipEd NE, MA NSW, MEd Syd, PhD Newcastle(NSW), FACE
Meyenn, R J, AdvDipEd MEd Brist, PhD Aston

Adjunct Professors
†Looker, D, BA Car, MA Wat, PhD McMaster
†Thiessen, V, BA Manitoba, MA PhD Wis

Senior Lecturers
Hastings, W J, BSc Syd, GDipEd STC, MEd(Hons) PhD CSturt
Taffe, R, DipT NorthernRiversCAE, BA NE, MEd PhD Syd

Lecturers
Bramm, J A, BHumanMvt GDipEd CSturt
†Croby, R J, DipT GTC, GradDipEd MAppSc CSturt, GradDipEdStud RiverinaMurrayHE
†Daniel, G R, BEd SCross, MEd(Hons) Murd, PhD WSyd, DiplTeach MitchellCAE
†Hoare, R L, MEd CSturt

Associate Lecturers
†Carroll, A Y, BTeach CSturt
†Dwight, N R L, DipT CSturt

Faculty Manager
Kowalski, H M, BBus MitchellCAE

Business Development Officer
Hamilton, M A, BA DipEd Newcastle(NSW), MEd CSturt

Educational Designer
†Ward, L F, DipTrain&AssessSys ASCM, MEd Macq, BBus CSturt

Project Officer
Lord, G J, BVocEd&Train CSturt

Courses Quality Officer
Guilin, K R

Faculty Support STAR Plan
Kovacs, C J

Project Officer
Noonan, T L, BSc OregonState, GradDipEd CSturt

Research & Graduate Studies Officer
McLean, L M
Rybarczyk, N

Secretary
Moore, V A

Centre for Indigenous Education

Director ...

Deputy Director
†Nolan, W G, BA MA SAust

Professor
Herbert, H J, BEd SAustCAE, MEd JamesCook, PhD RMIT

Senior Lecturer
Nolan, W G, BA MA SAust

Lecturers
Neal, P W, DipAbSt BA MSocSc Newcastle(NSW), GradDipEd NE
Standfield, R V, PhD Otago

Associate Lecturers
†Quin, A, BA Griff, GradDipSecEd Darwin

Administrative Officer
Brain, J

Community Relations Officer
Murray School of Education

Head of School
Hard, Associate Professor L M, DipT MelbourneCAE, BEd SAustCAE, MEd DEd QldUT

Associate Head of School
Rafferty, J, DipT SignColl, GDipAppSc ECowan, MEd AustCath

Professors
Dockett, S B
Perry, R W, DipEd BSc(Hons) NSW

Lecturers
Carmichael, C S, DipEd BSc NE, BSc(Hons) MEd MPhil SOLd, GradCertAppStats Qld, PhD Tas
Fenton, A K, BEd(Hons) Leeds, MEd JamesCook
Knipe, S, MEd Deakin, EdD LaTrobe, DipArt GDipEd RiverinaCAE
Logan, H A, DipT BEd NewcastleCAE, GDipTESOL Deakin, GradDipSpecEd Melb, MEd CSSturt
MacDonald, A L, BEd(Hons) CSturt
Mackenzie, N M, BEd MEd DEd LaTrobe, DipTeach RiverinaCAE
Munday, J R, BEd(Hons) Leeds, MEd JamesCook
Munday, J, DipT SignColl, GDipAppSc ECowan, MEd AustCath

Lecturers
Campbell, H M, ADipAppSocSc(Child Care) WodongaTAFE
Hillman, C J, GradDipGeron LaTrobe, BA(LiberalStudies) RiverinaCAE

Research Officer
Kearney, E, BA(Hons) Syd

Research Assistant
†West, J C, DipT GradDip Religious Ed BendigoCAE

School Administrative Officer
Smith, J A

School of Education

Head of School
Brennan Kemmis, Associate Professor R E, BA(Hons) Macq, DipReadLang RiverinaCAE, MEd CSSturt

Professors
Kemmis, S D, BA Syd, EdM PhD Ill, EdD Jyvaskyla
Lowrie, T J, DipT MEd Wgong, PhD Newcastle(NSW)

Associate Professors
Dalgarno, B J, BSc ANU, GDipEd MAppSc Canberra, PhD Wgong
†Laughlin, A, DipEd BSc MEd Syd, MEdAdmin PhD NSW

Senior Lecturers
Boylan, C R, BEd(Hons) Deakin, BSc GradDipEd MEd Syd, PhD JamesCook
Cocklin, R B, DipT ChristchurchTC, BEd MPhil PhD Massey, BSc Otago
Davidson, C R, BEd SAustCAE, MA TechnolSyd, PhD UQ, DipT RiverinaCAE
†Francis, R G, BSc AgricSc DipEd STC, PhD Syd
Hemnings, B C, BEd Syd, MEdSt Newcastle(NSW), PhD NSW
Rushbrook, P W J, BA, BA(Hons) DipEd LaTrobe, MEdSt PhD Monash
Wallace, R A, BA DipEd NSW, MLit NE, GDipComp PhD CSSturt
Wilkinson, J, LitB(Hons) DPhil Deakin, BA(Hons) Monash, DipEd MelbourneStateCollege, Malb

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Bannister, R S, DipMusEd NewcastleTeachColl, BA NE, MA Case Western Resv.Uni, PhD Deakin, ARCM, LTCL
Key, R W, MLitt MA(Hons) NE
Lee, M J W, DipT GradDipStratBus Ballarat, DipBus Darwin, DipTrng&Assmt Melb, AdvDipT GradDipAdult&VocEd NSWTAFE, GradCertProfPracMgmt BoxHillInstitute, GCertHRM GradCertInnovEd&Trng ChisholmIT, GradCertiLearn TAFESA, GradCertLdrshpEd&DTrng GradCertMgmt GradCertVocEd&DTrng Vic, MinInfoTech CSSturt, AALIA(CS), AFAIM, AMAMI, MACC, MACEL, MACS(Snr), MAECT, MAHRI, MAITD, MASCILITE, MASTD, MCES, MIET, MODLAA, SMACM, SMIEEE
Reupert, A E, DipEd BA Melb, GradDipCounsPsych RMIT, PhD LaTrobe, MAPS

Lecturers
†Cornius-Randall, R E, BEd Syd, MEd CSSturt
Croft-Piggin, L M, ATCL TrinityCollLond, BA(Hons) GDipEd NSW, PhD CSSturt
De Luca, W M, GradDipEdStud NE, GradDipEdMMedia SCross, BEd MEd CSSturt
Edwards-Groves, C J, DipT InstCathEd, MPhil PhD Grif, GradDipEdStud RiverinaMurrayIHE
†Galloway, L A, GradDipEdStud Wgong, BA MEd CSSturt
Green, A M, DipT ChristchurchTC, BA Cant, MEd CSSturt
†Hoare, R L, MEd CSSturt
Adjunct Lecturers
Alderson, C
Boyle, C, BA OpenUK, PGCE Glas, MSc Strath, DPhil Dund
Johnstone, K M, BEd(Hons) CSturt
Maio, N, BA Macq, MEdAdmin NSW
Scott, J E, BSc NSW, DipEd NE, GDipCompApp RiverinaMurray HE, MA Macq CSturt, MACS

Associate Lecturers
Blacklow, R D, BA Macq
Dean, C A, BT CSturt
†Galloway, P J

Administrative Officer, School Operations
Richardson, R S
Course Administrative Officer
Howells, L

Research Assistant
†Conlan, B L, BADipEd Macq
Research Assistant, Professor Kemmis
†Evans, D J

School Administrative Officer
Rosser, A J, DipBusFrontlineMgt CSturt

School Administrative Assistant
Holmes, L A

School Office Assistant
†Lipu, M C

Professional Experience Administrator
Logan, J E

School of Human Movement Studies

Head of School
Marino, Professor F, BPhysEd WAust, MEd Syd, PhD CSturt

Associate Heads of School
Dionigi, R A, PhD Newcastle(NSW), BSoSc(Hons) CSturt
Duffield, R J, BSc(Hons) PhD WAust

Professor
Robergs, R, BEd PhD BallState, MA WakeForest

Associate Professors
†Gard, M J, BPE ACPE, MSportsSc NSW, PhD Wgong
†Torode, M E, BAppSc RMIT, MSc PhD Oregon, FASMF

Senior Lecturers
Bird, S P, BHumanMvt(Hons) PhD CSturt
Clarke, D K, DipTeach AustCath, BEd MEd DEd Wgong
Dionigi, R A, PhD Newcastle(NSW), BSoSc(Hons) CSturt
Drinkwater, E J, BPhysEd MPE Memorial, PhD Vic
Duffield, R J, BSc(Hons) PhD WAust

Lecturers
Cannon, J, BSocSc GDipEd PhD CSturt, MAAESS
Dudley, D A, BHlthSc GDipEd WSyd, MEd Wgong
Edwards, S, BAppSc Syd, MSc(Hons) Wgong
Micalos, P S, DipT ACPE, BPE WAust, GDipExerSportSc Cumb, MEd Syd
Osborne, J L, BAppSc GradDipEd MA VictoriaUT
Sanger, G A, BEd Syd

Associate Lecturers
Hennessey, A R, BEd(Hons) CSturt
†Litchfield, C J, BAppSc(Hons) Vic

School Administrative Officer
Smith, D K

Office Assistants
Brooker, J M
Campbell, A R

School of Information Studies

Head of School
Hider, Associate Professor P M, BSc(Hons) LSE, MLib UnivCollWales, PhD City, AALIA, FCLIP
Professor
Given, L M

Adjunct Professors
Julien, H E, BEd MLIS Alta, PhD WOnt
Limberg, L, MA PhD Gothenburg

Senior Lecturers
Freeman, A T, DipT ArmidaleCAE, BEd EdCanberraCAE, ME Ed NE, PhD CSturt, ASLA
Kennan, M M, BA NE, MBT PhD NSW, GDipLibrarianship RiverinaCAE
Lloyd-Zaniotis, A, GradDipSocSc BA PhD NE, MAppSc CSturt, AALIA
Pymm, R A, GradDipM-Lib PhD NSW, MBA Deakin, BA MitchellCAE, AALIA
Sanders, R F, DipNZLS NZLibrarySchool, BA Cant, MA S AustT; AALIA, ANZLA
Williamson, C M, DipLib MelbourneStateColl, MLib Monash, PhD RMIT

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Ferguson, K S, PG DipLib RobertGordonT, MPhil Glas, MA(Hons) Edin, PhD CSturt, AALIA
McGregor, J H, MEA Alta, PhD FlordState

Senior Lecturers
Afzal, W, BCom MCom Punjab, MBA PhD Emporia
Hay, L A, BA DipEd Macq, MAppSc CSturt
Herring, J E, DipLib MA Strath, MA Edin, PhD CSturt
Liu, Y, BA National Taiwan University (Ta, DPhil Rutgers, The State University
Lodge, D E, Assoc DipAppSc TAFETasmania, BBus MBA RMIT, MAppSc CSturt, AALIA
Mccausland, S K
AACEL, MACEL
Qayyum, M, BSci UETLahore, MBA PetMin, PhD Tor
Thompson, K M
Wallis, J B, DipT MA Glas, MSc Strath, AALIA
Winzenried, A P, DipT DeptEducationVic, BA Melb, PhD CSturt
Yi, Z, MLS Conn, PhD TWU

Adjunct Lecturer
Bales, J L, BEd(Prim) TasmanianCAE, GradCertEd DeptEducationTas, MEEd PhD CSturt
Bannister, M C, BA Deakin, MAppSc CSturt
Barlow, G A, BA CSturt
Dowling, E A, DipLib BA NSW, MAppSc CSturt
Fitzgerald, L M, BADipEd Syd, GradDipLibSc TechnolSyd, ME Ed AustCath
Gerts, C A, AssocDipArts NSW TAFE, BA MA CSturt
Giovenco, G S, BA NSW, GDipLib Kuring-gaiCAE, DipEd STC
Hazazi, A, BA MLIS Tehran
Herivel, J, BA BPrimEdStud BA(Hons) Darwin, BA CSturt
Hyne, C P, BA(Hons) Newcastle(NSW)
Kennedy, J, DipLib NSW, BA PhD Syd, MLib UnivCollWales, AALIA
Kloppenborg, P A, BA(Hons) Monash, LttT Toorak, GDipLibrarianship Melb
La Marca, S G, BEd MelbourneStateColl, ME Aust Melb
Lane, D M, DipT Newcastle(NSW), MAppSc CSturt
Miller, F Q, BA MAppSc CSturt
Phillips, G R, BA Mich, MA Denver
Sarrafzadeh, M, PhD RMIT
Soon, L W, BIT OldUT, MA Griffith, MIT OldUT, PhD Griffith
Smith, W M, BA MA NE

Associate Lecturer
Lipu, S M, MEed Wgong, BA CSturt

Adjunct Associate Lecturer
Heazlewood, K J, BA Cant, GDipLib RiverinaMurrayIHE, MAppSc CSturt

School Office Manager
Tye, T M, BTeach CSturt

Educational Designer
Crease, R R, BA CSturt

Professional Experience Officer
Crease, R R, BA CSturt

School Administrative Officer
Reberger, M A

Executive Assistant
Dobson, A J

Ontario School of Education

Head of School
Letts, Associate Professor W J, BA BatesColl, PhD Delaware

Adjunct Associate Professor
Pickard, B W, BEd ME Ed PhD Alta

Senior Lecturer
Wilson, P G, BA Macq, GDipVisualArts Monash, MCA Wgong, DCA WSyc, DipT MitchellCAE

Lecturer
Nicholas, Z S, DipTeach SydneyCAE, BEd Syd, MEd DEd Wgong

Adjoint Lecturers
Barreca, L, BEd Tor, MSc Niagara
Belford, L, BEd BPhysEd(Hons) MEd Brock
Bennett, P, BEd Queen, BA(Hons) Wilfrid Laurier Univeristy (Ca, MEd Tor
Bradley Brown, J, BEd Nipissing, BA(Hons) York(Can)
Briggs, C, BA McMaster, BEd York(Can), MSc Niagara
Buccella, D L F, BA Pitt
Bunn, J, BA BEd WOnt
Callaghan, K, DipEarlyChildhoodEd Mohawk, BA Brock, MEd Tor
Callender, G, DipEd Mauisica Teachers College, BEnvSt Wat
Chaisson, S
Charlton, R, BEd Alta, MEd Brock
Clancy, S D, BA MLitt NE
Clarke, S, BA Wat
Connor, T L, BEd MEd Tor, PhD CSTurt
Crandall, D, BEd WOnt, BA(Hons) McMaster
Davis, M, BEd Lakehead
Dickinson, L P, DipChildStud EdM DEd Tor
Fraser, C W, BA McMaster, BEd Tor, MEd Brock
Finbow, D, BEd Tor, MA Ott
Gordon, S
Hardacre, J F, DipChildStud BA Tor, MEd Ontario Institute for Studies, EdD NSU
Hastings, G S, BSci Syd, GradCertEdStud Newcastle(NSW), GradDipEd STC, GradDipAppSc CSTurt
Jones, D M, BEd MEd Brock, BA(Hons) York(Can)
Massey, L D, BEd Tor, BA(Hons) York(Can)
O’Grady, L
Oliver, S, BEd Brock, BA Ott
Paziuk, J R, BEd Queen, BA Tor, MEd CSTurt
Persad, R, BEd BA(Hons) Tor
Podgorski, E, BA(Hons) BEd Tor, MDiv USMC
Popp, M
Puercell, V, BA BEd Brock
Rees, C, BEd Brock, BPhysEd McMaster
Robinson, J
Roy, S, BEd MEd Brock, BA(Hons) McMaster
Sagar, K, BEd Queen, BA Trent
Southall, J, BEd McMaster, MEd Brock
Staples, J, BEd Tor, BSci Wat
Sutherland, J R, BA GradDipChildGuidAsses MA PhD Tor
Taylor, M
Tovey, L
Umangay, U
Woods, L, BEd BA(Hons) Queen, MEd Brock, MA Middlebury Coll, DEd Tor
Wylie, S, DipEarlyChildhoodEd Seneca, BEd Brock, BA(Hons) Wat

Adjunct Administrators
Cahusac, J E
Chopra, A, BMath Wat

School of Teacher Education

Head of School
Santoro, N, BEd MEd PhD Melb, GDipTESL/TEFL VicColl

Associate Head of School, Bathurst
Mathewson Mitchell, D L, BEd(Hons) Tas, PhD NSW

Associate Head of School, Dubbo
Lord, A M, BTeach BEd(Hons) CSTurt

Professors
Green, W C, BA(Hons) DipEd WAust, MPhil PhD Murl
McLeod, S L, BAppSc Cumb, MAppSc PhD Syd
Reid, J, BEd PhD Deakin, BA DipEd Qld, GradCertEd Ballarat
Sumison, J J, GDipEd STC, BEd MEd PhD Syd

Adjunct Professor
Coombe, K M, DipT CapricornialAE, BEd Wailk, MEDAdmin Massey, PhD CSTurt

Associate Professors
Bain, A, DipTeach BEd SAustCAE, MEd Maine, DEd WMich
Harrison, L J, BSc(Hons) MSc McG, MEd Syd, PhD Macq, DipT MitchellCAE
McKinnon, D, BSc Glas, MEd PhD Syd, DipEd MitchellCAE
Mitchell, J M, DipEd BA Syd, MEd Canberra, PhD BrCol

Senior Lecturers
Major, J M, DipSLT Massey, DipT NZDeptEd, BA Cant, MA Griff, PhD Deakin

Moriarty, B J, DipT WAust Secondary Teachers Colle, BEd WAustIT, AMusA AMEB, MEd PhD WAust

Press, F L, BA MA NSW

Wilson, P G, BA Macq, GDipVisualArts Monash, MCA Wgong, DCA WSyd, DipT MitchellCAE

**Adjunct Senior Lecturer**

Thomas, N D, DipEd MSc NSW, PhD Macq

**Lecturers**

Auhl, G K, DipRelEd CathPastInstWA, GradDipArts WAustCAE, BEd RiverinaCAE, MEd CSturt

Bennett, M G, DipTeach RiverinaCAE, GradDipSpecEd MEd CSturt

Borg, T E, BAppSc NSWIT, GDipEd MEd CSturt

Burgess, C A, DipTeach GuildTC, BA NE, MEd WSyd

†Daniel, G R, BEd SCross, MEd(Hons) Murd, PhD WSyd, DipTeach MitchellCAE

Dwyer, J A, DipT SydKindergartenColl, BCSER Darwin, MEd Wgong

Fordham, L A, DipSpTh CSSD, MEarlyChild PhD Macq

†Gottschall, K M, BA(Hons) SYd

Lai, M, BEd(Hons) EAnglia, MEd PhD HK

Lancaster, J A, GradDipEdStud MSpecEd WSyd

Lord, A M, BTeach BEd(Hons) CSturt

Mathewson Mitchell, D L, BEd(Hons) Tas, PhD NSW

†McDonagh, S H, BEd MEd NE, PhD Oregon

McLeod, A J, MEd Deakin, MA SYd, DipTeach BEd CSturt

Murray, E A, BEd(Hons) PhD CSturt

Murray, S H, BA(Hons) ANU, PhD SYd, BEd(Hons) GradDipSecEd PhD CSturt

Owens, K D, BA MEd SYd, TCert DeptEducationNSW, PhD Deakin

†Page, J M, DipEd BA Macq, GradDipEdStud MEd CSturt

Pennell, B J, DipEd BA SYd, MA PhD Macq, MEd(Hons) WSyd

Pietsch, M J, DipEd SYd, DipT TrinityCollLond, BA(Hons) ANU, MEdAdmin NE

Wood, D M, DipT BEd MitchellCAE, GradDipEdStud MEd(Hons) CSturt

Zundans, L A, B Ed DipEd MA Macq, MEd SYd

**Adjunct Lecturer**

†Hill, R J, DipSocSc MEd(Hons) NE, BA(Hons) SYd

†Rorisson, D D, BEd AdelaideCAE, GradCertEd SAust, MTeach Flin, PhD Darwin

†Wightman, L M

**Associate Lecturers**

†Danaia, L J, BEd(Hons) PhD CSturt

Poole, T L, BIntBus QldUT, MAppLing Macq

Smith, M D, BEd CSturt

Stoneman, L R, BEd CSturt

Tribolet, K, BTeach BEd(Hons) Wgong

**Administrative Officer, Professional Experience**

Fletcher, D E

**Administrative Officers**

Greene, J J

Olsen, K M, MCom NSW, BBus RiverinaCAE

**Course Administrative Officers**

Curran, P L, BBus(Acc) CSturt

Lanagan, J, BA Macq

**Research Assistant**

†Booby, K L, GradCertProfWrit Deakin, BA CSturt

**Administrative Assistant**

Channing, J

Howell, L M

McCarthy, J A
Faculty of Science

Faculty Office

Dean of Faculty
Klomp, Professor N I, BAppSc Curtin, BSc Murd, PhD Glas

Associate Dean
Cavanagh, H M, BSc(Hons) PhD Glas, PGCE Strath

Sub-Dean, International
Thwaites, R, BSc Melb, PhD CSSturt

Sub-Dean, Professional Placements
Smith, M C L, MApplSc PhD Syd, GradCertUnivTeach&Learn CSSturt, MAPA

Sub-Dean, Research, Honour & Graduate Studies
Crowther, Associate Professor A J B, RN MA Portsmouth, PhD LaTrobe

Sub-Dean, Learning & Teaching
Crampton, A L, BSc(Hons) PhD Qld

Adjunct Professors
Kilian, A, MSc PhD Silesia
Robards, K, BSc PhD NSW
Rong, G
Zhang, C, BHydrology MCoastEng Hohai

Visiting Professor
Guan, Y, BSc Hohai, PhD Switz

Adjunct Associate Professor
Jayawardane, N S, BSc Ceyl, PhD Tas

Senior Lecturer
An, M, BAgricSc Gansu, MRurSc NE, PhD CSSturt

Adjunct Senior Lecturer
Xevi, E, BSc(Hons) KNUST, MSc PhD Leuven, MBA Newcastle(NSW)

Lecturers
Cox, J L, BSc NE, GradCertCEpid Newcastle(NSW), BMSc(Hons) CSSturt

Adjunct Research Associate
†Lennard, R, BSc(Hons) Flin

Visiting Scholar
Rabbani, U

Manager, University Laboratories
Svenson, C J, BSc(Hons) NSW

Faculty Manager
Ryall, P W, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE

Laboratory Manager
Kent, K M, BAAppSc CSSturt

Faculty Support Student Transition & Retention Plan
Curtis, A M, BBus(Mkt) CSSturt

Administrative Officers
†Chubb, E A
O’Halloran, A L

Administrative Officer, Courses
†Stephens, R C

Laboratory Craftsman
Connors, W G

Technical Officer, Faculty Operations & Laboratory Store
Hawkins, L M

Technical Officer, Laboratory Store
Doherty, A J, AssocDipAppSc BAAppSc CSSturt

Administrative Assistant
Ferraro, J T L

Environmental & Analytical Laboratories

Laboratory Manager

... Technical Officer
Wade, D W M, ADipLabTech DDIAE

Technical Assistant
Glazier, M J

School of Agriculture & Wine Sciences

Head of School
Kent, Associate Professor J H, BAAppScRuralTech GDipPlantProt QldAgColl, MAppSc CSSturt

Associate Head of School
Eberbach, Associate Professor P L, BAgSc LaTrobe, PhD Melb
Professors
Ash, G J, BSc(Hons) PhD NE
†Bowmer, K H, BSc PhD Not
Gurr, G M, BSc(Hons) Plymouth, GradCertEdStud Syd, PhD Lond
Steel, C C, BSc(Hons) Cardiff, PhD Birm
†Wood, R M, BSc NE, GradDipSc PhD Newcastle(NSW)

Adjunct Professors
Auld, B A, BScAg MSc Agr PhD Syd
Batten, G D, MRurSc NE, PhD ANU
Jones, R, DipAgEco BA MEd PhD NE
Kemp, D R, BScAgr(Hons) MSc Agr Syd, PhD WAust, CPAgr

Adjunct Associate Professor
Black, A S, QDA MAgrSc PhD Qld

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Bedgood, D R, BSc George Mason, PhD Montana State
Clark, A C, BSc(Hons) PhD Melb
Greer, D H, BSc(Hons) PhD Otago

Adjunct Lecturers
Behrendt, K, DipAgEco BPrSc PhD NE
Blackman, J W, BAppSc TechnoSyd, BAppSc CSturt
Condon, J R, BAgriSc LaTrobe, PhD CSturt

Adjunct Research Fellow
Deblitz, C, DipAgEco PhD Gottingen

Adjunct Associate Lecturers
Barril, C
Wang, A, BSc MSc Shanxi, PhD CSturt
Simmons, A T, DipHort GradDipHort MHort WSyd, PhD Syd  
Strutt, N, ADipAgr Melb  
**Honorary Fellows**  
Ballantyne, L A, BSc(Hons) MSc PhD Qld  
Nicol, H I, BSc Syd  
**Visiting Fellows**  
Costa, S S  
McDowell, J  
Tpoi, R P  
**AdjunctAdministrators**  
Allen, D A, DipEventMgt NSWTAFE  
Dawson, A  
Redfern, G, BCA Macq  
Smetana, D, BNatRes NE  
†Toni, P  
**LaboratoryManager**  
Thompson, D J, ADipLabTech RiverinaCAE, BAppSc CSturt  
**Laboratory Manager, Sutherland Laboratories**  
Allison, N E, BSc Otago  
**School Office Manager**  
Parker, C J  
**SeniorTechnicalOfficers**  
Broster, J C, BAppSci(Hons) Adel, MAppSc CSturt  
Burton, P J, BAppSci CSturt  
**TechnicalOfficers**  
Beecher, R J, BSc NE  
Bullock, J R, BAppSci CSturt  
Collins, D J  
Early, R G, DipHort AustHortCorrespSchool, BAppSci CSturt  
Hildebrand, S M, BAppSci CSturt  
Horsnell, J A  
Kater, M, BAppSci CSturt  
Loughlin, M J, BAppSci CSturt  
Rose, M E, BAppSci CSturt  
†West, J J  
White, K M, BBiotech CSturt  
Zander, A, CertIVUrbHort CertIVWorkTrain TAFESA, BAppSci(Hons) PhD CSturt, ASL, ESA, FRACI, MRACI  
**TechnicalOfficer, Equine**  
†Gander, C A  
**TechnicalOfficer, Laboratory**  
†Gogala, K M, BSc GradDipHortSc NE  
**AdministrativeAssistants**  
Anggamuthu, K  
Snare, K M  
**AdministrativeAssistant, Research**  
†Gilchrist, K L  
**School Administrative Officer, Placements**  
Clements, J A  
**Secretary/AdministrativeAssistant**  
Kendell, K M  
**OfficeAssistant**  
†Hann, K J  

**School of Animal & Veterinary Sciences**  

**Head of School**  
Sangster, Professor N C, BSc(Hons) BVSc(Hons) PhD Syd, DipEVPC, FASP  
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Russell-French, A, BA(Hons) Syd
Vanderzee, M, BSc(Hons) PhD Melb
Whipp, R K, BSc BSc(Hons) Melb, PhD CSturt

Associate Lecturers
Cooke, P R, DipAppSc WAust, BInfoTech CSturt
Mitchell, M S, BSc MPhil Syd
Sharp, E A, BA Colorado, BEnvSc(Hon) GradCertAppSc PhD CSturt

Centre Business Manager
McDowell, V M R, BSc(Hons) MSc NSW

Communications Coordinator
†Beemster, M C, BA RMIT, GradDipEd Melb
Communications Officer, Web
†Engdahl, S I, BA Griff

Research Assistant
Carter, A, BA(Hons) LaTrobe, PhD CSturt

RIPPLE

Director
†Lowrie, Professor T J, DipT MEd Wgong, PhD Newcastle(NSW)

Adjunct Professors
Carr, W, BA(Hons) MEd PhD Ill
Lee, A, BA(Hons) MEd Tas, PhD Murd
Ronneman, K A, BSc PhD Umea
Whiteford, G E, BAppSc WAustIT, MThSc PhD SAust, MAAOT

Adjunct Associate Professors
Heikkienen, H L T, MED PhD Jyvaskyla
Kinsella, E A, BSc Tor
Pitman, A, BEd BSc Melb, MEd LaTrobe, PhD Wis

Adjunct Senior Lecturers
Goodfellow, J, BA Macq, MEd PhD Syd
Henning Loeb, I
Stonehouse, E A, MA Minn, BA Agnes Scott College

Adjunct Lecturers
Bristol, L S M, GradCertHigherEd MEd PhD Sheff
Hardy, I J, BA GDipEd MEDadmin PhD Qld
Ho, S, BSc NUS(pore), GradDipEd MEd PhD Nanyang
Kennedy, A, DipEd BEd Melb, MEd Monash

Adjunct Research Fellow
Grootenboer, P J, DipTeach BEd SAustCAE, DEd Waik
Smith, T J, PhD Syd, DipT RiverinaCAE, BEd(Hons) CSturt

Lecturers
Turunen, T A, BEd LicEd Joensuu, PhD Lapland
Wong, S M, BEd PhD Macq

Adjunct Research Associate
Jonasson, D F, BEd PhD CSturt

Business Manager
Wilks-Separovich, J V, BBus GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSturt

Research Coordinator
†Logan, T M, MEd OldUT, BEd CSturt

Administration Officers
†Masters, J
†Woodland, K L, BA Canberra

Research Assistant
†Roberts, M D, BA Syd, MA Melb

National Wine & Grape Industry Centre

Adjunct Professors
Carr, B T, BA Dayton, MSc Colorado
Heymann, H, BSc Stell, MSc PhD UCDavis
Landsberg, J J, BSc MSc Natal, PhD Brist
Price, W S, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd
Scollary, G R, BEd MSc Melb, PhD LaTrobe, BAppSc CSturt
Walker, R, BAgSc(Hons) PhD Tas
Waters, E J, BSc PhD Adel

Professors
Hardie, Professor W J, BAgricSc Melb, MSc Calif, PhD Monash
†Wood, R M, BSc NE, GDipScEd PhD Newcastle(NSW)

Adjunct Associate Professors
Dunn, G M, BSc PhD Melb
Hutton, R J, BAgSc MScAgr PhD Syd

Associate Professor
Saliba, A J, BSc(Hons) Deakin, PhD Essex

Adjunct Lecturer
Blake, A L, BAppSc BEd MBA CSturt
Loch, A D, BSc BSc(Hons) PhD Old
Lecturers
Auzmendi, I
Pitt, W M, BAppSc BAppSc(Hons) PhD CSturt
Samuelian, S K, BSc MSc Forestry, MSc Gent, DAgrSc ChrisAlbU
Smith, J P, BAgSc Melb, MSc JamesCook, PhD CSturt

Adjunct Research Fellow
Hackett, D S, AssocDipAppSc(Viticulture) CSturt
Holzapfel, B P E, DipAgSc DAgrSc Bonn
Quirk, L F, BAppSc GradDipAppSc CSturt
Rahman, M L, BScAgr(Hons) MScAgr BdeshNatnl, MSc PhD Lond
Rogiers, S Y, BSc(Hons) PhD Alta

Associate Lecturers
Clarke, S J, BSc(Hons) Wgong
Gourieroux, A, DEA(Viti-Oen) VictorSegalen, MAgr ENITAB
Holland, J E, PhD Melb
Watt, J, BLWSc(Hons) Synd, PhD CSturt
Weedon, M M, BSc DipEd LaTrobe, BAppSc(Hons) CSturt

Adjunct Research Associate
Farquhar, D, BAgSc MBA Tas

Honorary Fellow
Weckert, M A, GDipEd HawthornIE, BAppSc(AnalytChem) PhD CSturt

Administration Officer
McCallum, B J, BBus CSturt

Experimental Winemaker
Rouse, E J, BAppSc CSturt

Technical Officer, Spatial Science
Wilson, M A, BAppSc CSturt

Technical Officers, Vine Health
Greer, L A, BSc(Hons) Otago
Gu, Y, MAAppSc CSturt

Technical Officers, Viticulture Support
Pan, H Y, BAgSc Gansu, MAAppSc(Hons) Massey

Tech Officer, Vine Health
Appleby, L M, BSc CSturt

Technical Officer
Armstrong, P V, BAppSc CSturt

Centre for Inland Health

Director
Pope, Associate Professor R P, BAppSc Cumb, GradDipPsychStud Deakin, PhD CSturt

Adjunct Research Professors
Duncan, G, MBBS NSW
Li, G
Ma, L, MD TaishanMed
McLachlan, C S, BSc(Hons) PhD Syd, MPH JamesCook
Wang, D, MM Shandong Medical University, MD Hez Medical College, Shanong

Adjunct Research Fellows
Allan, J M, BScWk Syd, GradDipVocEd&Train MSocSc PhD CSturt
Moriarty, H T, DipMedTech ST, BAppSc RiverinaCAE, MAppSc CSturt, AIIMS, HGSAAC
Oakman, T, BAppSc CanberraCAE, MHA CQld

Adjunct Research Associates
Bartosh, L N, DipAppSc CanberraT, BEnvSc CSturt
Jarvis, A L, GradDipPublicHealth MPH Curtin, BBus CSturt
Quinn, D, BSc Melb, BTh MelbCollDivinity, MEnv Monash
Shanahan, L A, BSpPath LaTrobe

Business Manager
†Macaulay, R A, DipMedRecAdmin Cumb, BBus CSturt

Centre for Research in Complex Systems

Director
Bossonaiyer, Professor T R J, BA Cantab, MSc PhD EAnglia, MACM

Adjunct Research Fellow
Wilkins, K J, BSc MA NSW, MeD Syd, ANZIAM, FAMS, SSAI

Public & Contextual Theology

Director
†Haire, Professor I J M, MA Oxon, HonDD Belfast, HonDUniv Griff, HonDLitt Ulster, PhD Birm

Adjunct Professors
Von Sinner, R, ThL ThD Basel
Wainwright, E M, BA(Hons) PhD UQ, MTh ChicTheolSem

**Professors**

†Hudson, Professor C W, BA LLB MA(Hons) Syd, PhD Oxon, Barrister

**Adjunct Associate Professor**

Stackhouse, M L, BA(Hons) DePauw, MA PhD Harv

**Adjunct Senior Lecturer**

Williamson, R K, LTh(Hons) AustCollTheol, MA PhD Newcastle(NSW)

**International Centre WATER for Food Security**

**Director**

Finlayson, Professor C M, PhD JamesCook

**Professor**

Blackwell, Professor J, DipAg Writtle

**Associate Research Professor**

Hafeez, M M, BSc Agriculture Faisalabad, ME UETLahore, PhD Bonn

**Adjunct Senior Research Fellow**

†Akbar, S, BEng Agriculture Faisalabad, BSc Faisalabad, ME AsianIT

**Senior Research Fellows**

Asghar, M N, BSc MSc(Hons) Agriculture Faisalabad, PhD Newcastle(UK)

**Visiting Fellows**

Guoshui, L

Luo, Q

**Visiting Academics**

Ma, W

Wu, J, BSc MSc PhD Wuhan

**Administrative Officers**

Kendall, S J

†Wilson, T J

**Spatial Analysis Technician, Irrigation**

Faux, R R

**Spatial Analytical Technician, Remote Sensing**

Sixsmith, J P, BSpatialInfoSys CSTurt

**Archives & Art Collection**

Manager, CSU Regional Archives

Doubleday, W A, GradDipSc ECowan, BA(Hons) CSTurt

Art Curator

Middlemost, T A, BA GradDipArts ANU

**Collection Management Archivist**

Kohlhagen, J K, GradDipSc ECowan, BA CSTurt

**Reference Archivists**

Carroll, L J, BLibBlSc CSTurt

O'Donnell, P T, BBus CSTurt

**Spatial Analysis Unit**

Manager, Spatial Data Analysis

Fuller, G, DipEd BAppSc GDipGIS&RemoteSens MAAppSc CSTurt

Senior Systems Programmer

McKenzie, G L, BAppSc UCCQ, GradDipAppComp CQld, MAAppSc QldUT

**Information Technology Officers**

McDonald, S P, BSc CSTurt

Poynter, C N, BAppSc BAppSc(Hons) GradDipEd CSTurt

**Research Support Officer**

Duffy, D L, BA SanFrancisco
Heads of Campus

Albury-Wodonga

Head of Campus
Moloney, S M, BBus SwinburneUT, MBA CSturt
Administrative & Research Assistant
Gibbs, K D

Bathurst

Head of Campus
†Sharp, C J, MLitt NE, BAppSc CSturt, BEd MitchellCAE
Administrative Assistant
†Brabham, J A

Dubbo

Head of Campus
Moriarty, B J, DipT WAust Secondary Teachers Colle, BEd WAustIT, AMusA AMEB, MEd PhD WAust
Administrative Assistant
†Stewart, C

Orange

Head of Campus
Parton, Professor K A, BCom(Hons) Liv, MSc Newcastle(UK), PhD NE

Wagga Wagga

Head of Campus
Lindner, A K, BHA NSW, BBus RiverinaCAE, GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSturt, FCPA
Administrative Assistant
Jamieson, K T, BAppSc CSturt
Division of Facilities Management

Executive Office

Executive Director
Butt, S J, GradDipEng Monash, MEngMgt TechnolSyd
Director, Operations
Millar, W L, GradCertUnivLead&Mgr CSTurt, ATEFMA
Director, Planning, Design & Construction
Barraclough, R F, BAppSc BArch CanberraCAE
Director, Procurement & Risk Management
Hogan, K B, BEng TechnolSyd
Project Manager, Total Asset Management
Harrington, E J, GradDipAppSc CSTurt
Executive Assistant
Carter, D M

Procurement & Risk

Facilities OH&S Manager
Simpson, K B, BAppSc RiverinaMurrayIHE
Contracts and Quality Officer
Honey, C A
Leasing Administrator
Ziff, F E

Planning & Design

Senior Architect
Nesakumar, C A, BSc MScArch Mor’wa, MDesSc Syd
Senior Project Officer
†Adams, W M, BArch BSc(Arch) Newcastle(NSW)
Space Planning Manager
Beauly, I, BSc(Hons) PG Dip Comp AdBld Des MPhil Strath
Senior Coordinating Construction Project Manager
Baker, P V
Project Manager, Construction
Gibson, G R, BEng SwinburneCollTech
Project Managers/Architects
Dale, P R
Neary, M L, BSc Newcastle(NSW), Grad Dip Syd
Project Managers, Planning, Design & Construction
Crichton, G J
McCormick, E J, BArch(Hons) NSW
Construction Supervisors
Marks, J M
Molineaux, N B
Project Officer, Planning & Design
Oyelade, V O, BE(Hons) FUTA
Project Administrators, Construction
McMahon, S T
Thackray, D L, AdvDipAcc RiverinaTAFE, BBus CSTurt

Business Administration

Admin Officer, Corporate Services
Toole, D R, AdvCertAcct OTEN, BBus(Acc) CSTurt, CPA
Team Leader, Operational Support Services
Kirkman, G M

Albury Operations

Manager, Campus Services
Jones, P W, CertIVTrain&AssessCat2 WodongaTAFE, AssocDipEng ACTARC
Client Services Coordinator
Overall, R A, CertIVUrbHort NorthSydneyTAFE
Client Services Officers, Security
Fischer, C R
Knox, S A

Bathurst Operations
Managers, Campus Services
Geddes, R
Scott, P

Client Services Coordinator
Scott, D

Maintenance Supervisor
Ellis, G D

Maintenance Officer/Electrician
Klein, L J

Mechanical Services Officer
Cousins, J P

Client Services Officers, Security
Attard, R J
Burke, J M
Campbell, A G
Clayphan, D A
Larnach, P G
Morgan, P F
Sharp, P J A
White, J M

Orange Operations

Campus Services Manager
Chapman, M B

Client Services Coordinator
King, T A

Security Officers
Crossman, D A
†Sydenham, P C

Wagga Operations

Manager, Operations & Maintenance
O’Meara, T P, GradDipSecMgt Lough, BBus BSocSc CSurt

Energy Manager
Maher, E J, BEnvSc(Hon) Wagong

Building Maintenance Foreman
Payten, K J

Client Services Coordinator
Millar, D

Project Officer, Energy Management
O’Connor, C G, BE Wagong

Mechanical Services Officer/Schedule Planner
Boothey, R P

Client Services Officers, Security
Lawrence, R T
Lloyd, C R
Milne, R D
Rava, P G
Ross, P L
Saboisky, O P
Division of Finance

Exec Office

Executive Director
Dowler, P W, BBus MitchellCAE, MBA CSurst, CPA
Legal Officer
Murrell, L D, BA LLB NE
Executive Assistant
Watt, K L

Director’s Office

Director
Lindner, A K, BHA NSW, BBus RiverinaCAE, GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSurst, FCPA
Management Accountant
Seaman, R W, ACIM, ACIS, PNA
Manager, Finance Systems & Development
Martin, D, AdvDip Christian Ministry & Bibl VETEC, BA(Administration) CanberraCAE
Legal Officer
Withnell, R E, BA LLB ANU, LLM Syd, PCLaw(NSW)
Finance Officer, Insurance
†Burrett, A P

Corporate Services, Revenue

Manager, Accounts Receivable
Tout, D J, BBus RiverinaCAE
Onshore Contracts Supervisor
Collins, B T, GradCertBusAdmin CSurst
Finance Officer-International Partnerships & Revenue
Stening, T J C, AssocDipAcct NorthSydneyTAFE
Cashier
Schmich, D M
Finance Officer, Debtors
Carroll, J E

Corporate Services, Payables

Manager, Procurement
Kendall, D J, AssocDipLocalGovAdmin MitchellCAE
Finance Officer, Payables
Menz, K L
Finance Officer, Purchasing
Oehm, D W

Corporate Services, Travel

Finance Manager, Travel
McLeod, P T
Senior Administration Officers, Travel
Jones, L F, BHos WSyd
Sharpe, J S, AdvCertTrav&Tour NSW TAFE
Administration Officers, Travel
Schiller, C N
Sypott, B R
Travel Officer
†Howard, S L

Corporate Services, Supply

Finance Manager, Supply
Smith, M B
Manager, Fleet Services
Ludwig, L F
Finance Officer, Transport
Baillie, B P
Mechanic/Fitter
Green, R C

Systems
Financial Accountant
Drummond, R J, BBus CSturt

Finance Officer, Treasury
†Waugh, J H, AdvCertHR SwinburneUT, BA LaTrobe
Finance Officer, Systems & Development
Tyndall, E

Management Services, Budget
Manager, CSU Budget
Smith, S C, BBus CSturt, ASA

Management Services, Costing
Cost Accountant
Maloy, P J, AdvCertCommerce RiverinaTAFE, BBus CSturt
Finance Officer, Reporting & Accounting
Harris, N J, GradCertAccFinMgt CSturt

Management Services, Payroll
Senior Finance Manager, Remuneration
Frost, C
Senior Remuneration Officer
Sinclair, P C, BBus CSturt
Finance Officer
Roberts, C A
Finance Officer, Remuneration
Suidgeest, M E
Payroll Clerk
†Jones, N T
Salaries Officer
Webber, K M

Management Services, Risk Management/Enterprises
Farm Manager
Mellor, J E, BAgEcon NE
Finance Manager, Business, Compliance & Risk
Von Brockhusen, C M, BBus CSturt, ASA
Farm Manager
Mannix, S, AdvDipHorseMan OAC

Enterprises, Albury Children’s Centre
Director
Smith, M M, BTeach CSturt

Enterprises, Wagga Children’s Centre
Early Childhood Teacher/Director
†Isaac, M J, DipTeach Melb
Early Childhood Teacher
†McKenzie, J B, DipTeach RiverinaMurrayIHE

Enterprises, Wagga South Campus Pre-School
Director, Campus PreSchool
Kirkpatrick, L D

Enterprises, Dental Clinics
Clinical Director
Dolan, S, BDS Glas
Dentist
Foster, A C, BDS Otago
Enterprise Manager, Dentistry
Giltrap, R M, BBus BInfoTech CSturt
Senior Dental Assistant
Bevear, J F
Gilchrist, A W
Enterprises, Farm
Farm Overseer
Harper, B R

Enterprises, Winery
Winemaker
Drumm, A L, BEng Cant
Winery Marketing Manager
Byrne, J S, BA NSW
Viticulturalist
Cook, G W J, BAgSc Adel

Enterprises, Veterinary Clinic
Enterprise Manager, Veterinary Science
Kerr-Grant, H, DipHRM Monash

Campus Life Office
Director
Griffin, D P, BBus MBA CSturt, CPA
Project Administration Officer
Hall, S A, BAppSc CSturt
Coordinator, Residential Administration & Projects
Heffer, R V

Residence & Catering, Administration Unit
Team Leader, Event Coordination
Tukuniu, T

Residence & Catering, Bathurst & Orange Catering Unit
Manager, Food & Beverage Services
Russell, B S
Team Leader, Food & Beverage Services
Wright, J R
Assistant Catering Manager, Bar Operations
Grivas, M P
Assistant Catering Manager
Bowden, A M

Residence & Catering, Wagga Catering Unit
Team Leader, Food & Beverage Services
Perry, T D
Assistant Catering Manager, Food & Bar Service
Hogan, T P
Assistant Catering Manager
White, A J
Assistant Catering Manager, Bar Operations
Bailey, M J

Residence & Catering, Bathurst, Dubbo & Orange Operations
Manager, Residential Operations
Kelly, J L
Residential Support & Project Officer
Duffy, T
Residential & Finance Officer
Faulkner, K C
Residential Operations Officer
Booth, J J, AdvCertHosp&CateringSupvsn AssocDipAppSc NSW TAFE

Residence & Catering, Wagga & Albury Operations
Manager, Residential Operations
Bell, P J
Residential Support & Project Officer
Neville, K, BSocWk La Trobe
Residential Operations Officers
Division of Human Resources

Executive Office

Executive Director
Knight, M G, MMgt SQld, BBus MitchellCAE, FAHRI

Organisational & People Capability

Director
Lenihan, K M, BSoSc GradDipMgt MBA NE
Manager, Learning & Development
Bell, D, BAppSc GradCertHSc MEd CSturt, MIR
Professional Development Program Coordinator
Millett, P J, BEd Deakin
Career Programs Officer
Bagley, A J, DipBus RivermaTAFE
Workforce Planning Analyst
‡Lewis, T G, BAppSc WSyd

Partnerships

Director
Anderson, J M, AdvCertPersMgt WinstTAFE, BA MBus CSturt, ATEMM, CAHRI

Liaison

HR Liaison Manager, Academic
Figgis, A G, BBus CSturt
HR Liaison Manager, Administration
Earl, G A
HR Liaison Manager, Executive
Adams, R, BA NE, GradDipWineBus Adel, MBA TechnolSyd
HR Liaison Officer, Administration
Hegvold, D T, BBus(Mkt) CSturt
‡Jones, M A, BBus CSturt
HR Liaison Officers, Academic
Cooper, M J
Head, J M, BAppPsych BMgt Canberra
HR Liaison Officer, Executive
Combs, A S

Service Centre

Manager
Reinhold, A J, BA Canberra
Team Leader
van Gemert, L A

Systems

Manager
Smee, A G, MACM
HR Systems Officer
Petzel, S G

Workplace Relations & Policy

Director
Wilson, M J
Manager, Employee Relations & Policy
Cohalan, S J, GradCertMgt WSyd, BBus GradDipVocEd&Train CSturt
Manager, Diversity & Equity
McCormick, S A H, BA Macq, GDipCounsell AustCollAppPsych
Manager, Occupational Health & Safety
Tallentire, D K, BAppSc Syd, GradDipSafetySc NSW
Employee Relations & Policy Officer
Marr, N G, DipT ArmidaleCAE, MAdminLead MEd MEdAdmin NE, BVocEd&Train CSturt
Employee Relations Officer
Young, R M, BA Paisley
Indigenous Employment Coordinator
Maxwell, C E, BEd(Prim) CSturt
Injury Management Coordinator
Lombe, M A, RN ADipAppSc(CommunityHlthNurs) Cumb

Administrative Officer
Tuineau, L M, CertIVAssess&WorkTrain CertIVBus WinstTAFE, DipBus DipEventMgt AdvDipHospitalityMgt
NSWTAFE
Division of Information Technology

Office of the Executive Director

Executive Director
Taylor, G B, ADipComp RiverinaCAE

Administrative Officer
†Campion, T M

Executive Officers
†McDonnell, A K, BA CSurt
Stewart, H J

Finance Officer
Russell, N E, BBus CSurt

Customer Services Management Department

Director
Roberson, B M, ADipDP MitchellCAE

Team Leader, Customer Services
Brown, V S

Senior IT Support Officer
Barlow, M W R

Training Officers
Brimson, R M, DipDigMedia NSWTAFE
Dixon, S E, CertWorkplaceTrain NSWTAFE, CertIVTrain&Assess VETAB

Enterprise, Architecture & Liaison Department

Director
Ireland, D M, DipT Catholic College of Education, BAppSc CSurt

Enterprise Architecture, Records & Compliance
McMenamin, S S, BAppSc Curtin, MRMAA

Enterprise Architect, Applications
Bristow, P T, AssocDipInfoTech BlnInfoTech CSurt

Enterprise Architect, Infrastructure
Fromholtz, K M, AssocDipAppSc BlnInfoTech CSurt

Enterprise Architect, Business Processes
Cox, C J, MinfSys SwinburneUT

Enterprise Architect, Information
Middleton, C J A, DipTeach SydneyCAE, GDipAppSc MInfoTech CSurt

Manager, IT Project Portfolio
Smith, J

Manager, Online Student Experience Strategy
Morton-Allen, M, BlnInfoTech CSurt

Enterprise Architect, Integration
Kauter, S K, BlnInfoTech CSurt

Research Liaison Officer
†Reeves, A J, BE Monash

Business Analysts
†Hamilton, F E, BBus RMIT, MBus Monash
Healey, L L, BBus CSurt
Hilton, M M
Jenkins, M J
†Wolmarans, M, BCom Pret

Business Process Analyst
Semmens, C

Resources Analyst
Boetto, R, AssocDipAppSc BAppSc CSurt

Project Officer
Lane, V A

Business Analyst
Barlow, S D, BCom Deakin

Office of the Director, Operations

Director
Roy, P E, BAppSc RMIT

Computer Shop

Supervisor
Smith, G D
Enterprise Solutions

Enterprise Solution Services Manager
Cullen, P B, BBus BIT CSturt

Project Managers
Bohnke, M J
†Chisholm, M A, BA GradCertMgt CSturt
Francis, H, BInfoTech CSturt
Poole, R J
Van Der Veeke, M R, BInfoTech(InfoSys) CSturt
Wright, K E, AdvDipBus MBCCanberra, GradCertMgt MBA CSturt

Enterprise Architect, Applications/Integration
Joshi, H B, BE Nag, MInfoTech ECowan

Enterprise Solutions Architect, Testing
Archer, T J, BAppComp Tas

Enterprise Solutions Architect, Integration
Patterson, C M

Enterprise Solutions Architect, Security
Weston, L P

Enterprise Solutions Coordinators
Bell, P J
Miller, S C
Saric, I, BInfoTech CSturt
Terblanche, A, NDIT SA, GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSturt

Solutions Architect
Marr, W S, DipTeach ArmidaleCAE, GDipComp ECowan

Solutions Coordinator
Roma, D W, BInfoTech CSturt

Service Support, Database
Gandhi, C S, BInfoTech CSturt

Technology Specialist, Networks
Beeson, A R

Service Delivery Manager
Paton, R J

Team Leaders, Service Delivery
Harper, J
Roberts, J D

Senior Service Support , Application Programs
Graham, W T, BBus GDipAppSc CSturt

Senior Service Support, Systems
Burrow, A W, ADipBus NSW TAFE

Senior Service Support, Desktop
Oliver, A P

Service Support, Applications
Jenkins, J A
†Mackay, K L, BInfoTech CSturt
McMahon, D G, BInfoTech CSturt

Service Support, Database
Dhillon, H J, BE PunjTech, GradDipInfoTech CSturt

Service Support, Desktop/TC
Connoley, J W
Godbier, J B, DipIT Riverina TAFE
Godschalk, J B
Hansen, T
Heron, T J
Jonas, B C
May, N C, BInfoTech CSturt
Pattinson, A P, BInfoTech CSturt
Tucker, A M P, BBus CSturt

Service Support, Networks & Systems
Drake, P F

Service Support, Networks
Bennett, T L
Churchill, H P, BInfoTech CSturt
Dusselaar, A P
Twigg, L M, BInfoTech CSturt

Service Support, Systems
Davidson, J R, BInfoTech CSturt
McKenzie, D E T
Meekin-Sutherland, S M
Phillipps, B J
Service Support, Video Conferencing/AV
Stormonth, D W
Service Support, Web
Walsh, M F, BEng RMIT
Service Support, Analyst Programmer
Paramananthan, P
Service Support
Thorpe, E M
Service Support Officer
Kyaw, K, BA UCSY; BInfoTech MInfoTech CSturt

Technology Integration
Manager
Jeffries, S M, AssocDipEng Footscray TAFE
Senior Technology Specialist
Browne, D A L, DipIT NSW TAFE; BIT CSturt
Senior Technology Specialist, Applications
Martin, D J, BInfoTech CSturt
Senior Technical Specialist, DBA
Goopy, D M, BEC James Cook
Senior Technical Specialist, Networks
Brown, T G, BBus CSturt
Senior Technical Specialist, UNIX
McDonnell, D J L, BInfoTech CSturt
Team Leaders, Technical Integration
Cottee, D O, BAppSc CSturt
Dare-Edwards, C L, GradDipInfoTech CSturt
Enterprise Solutions Coordinators
Aitcheson, M W, BA CSturt
Stow, E H, BSc GDipCompSc GDipLib Tas, MInfoTech CSturt
Senior Service Support, Application Programs
Binnie, A
†Davis, G, BBus CSturt
Senior Service Support, Desktop/T/C
Rosser, S I, BComp Monash
Senior Service Support, Systems
Hay, R J, BInfoTech CSturt
Senior Service Support, Web
Bull, K D
Technical Specialist, Applications
Benton, L P, BBus CSturt
Technical Specialist, Network
Terry, T D, BInfoTech CSturt
Technical Specialist, Storage
Cain, B N
Technical Specialist, Video/AV
Eyles, J P
Tech Specialist, Web
†Woodhouse, P E, BA GradDipEd CSturt
Senior Web Support Officer
Tulloh, B F E, CertIVInterMedia VETAB, BA CSturt
Service Support, Applications
Bailey, D A, BCompSc(Hons) CSturt
Dunstall, C N G, BInfoTech CSturt
Herbert, R F, DipIT Bathurst TAFE
Taylor, B W
†Thomson, A, AssocDiplInfoTech BInfoTech CSturt
Service Support/Web Officer
Cramer, C, MCultHeritage Deakin, BAppSc GradDipInfoTech CSturt
Solutions Programmer
Meek, S E, BInfoTech CSturt
Sloane, J I
Smith, P C, BInfoTech CSturt
Tilson, B P
Web Support Officer
Murray, A A, BA CSturt
Division of Learning & Teaching

Executive Office

Executive Director
Tulloch, Associate Professor M I, BA(Hons) Sus, MEd(Hons) PhD NE, MAPS

Honorary Fellow
Ritter, A L, BA(Hons) WAust, DipEd MA(Hons) NE, PhD Syd, FHERDSA

Indigenous Curriculum & Pedagogy Coordinator
Hill, B A, BA ANU, MA Deakin, PhD NSW

Sessional Staff Project Officer
†Pearse, T M, BA GDipLIS QldUT

Administrative Officer
Rose, K A

Educational Design & Media

Director
Klapdor, K M, BEd Syd

Manager Resources & Media Services
McKeown, N E, GradCertMgt WSyd

Manager Media Production
Wright, J

Manager, Logistics
Lloyd, I M, DipBus RiverinaTAFE

Managers, Faculty Educational Design & Media Team
Buchan, J F, BSc DipEd Natal, MEd QLD
Flynn, L A, MPET Deakin, BScSc GradDipEd CSTurt
Gill, L D, BEd GradCertMulti&Onlinelearn MEd CSTurt
Pfitzner, W E, DipEd BA Syd

Educational Designers
Addinsall, M G, BA GDipEd CSTurt
Adlong, W P, MA WSydt, BGenstud CSTurt
†Brabin, A J, BScSc WSydt, GradDipEd CSTurt
†Crease, R R, BA CSTurt
Dunn, M, BSc ANU, GDipEd Canberra
†Edwards, M R, CertlAssess&Worktrain GradCertFac&MgeE-Learn NSWTAFE, BFA MCAD, MA Wellington,
GradDipVocEd&Train GradDipVocEd&Train CSTurt
Graf, P M G, BA MitchellCAE, MAcc CSTurt
Hardham, G J, GradCertOnlineEd QLD
Harris, J M, DipT BendigoCAE, BEd MEd CSTurt, GradDipEd Riverinamurray HE
†Lyon, B A, DipEd BA BED LaTrobe
Mozer, M, BEd AvonColl, GDipL&Literacy SAust, MA Deakin
†Murdoch, D A, BEd CSTurt
†Newell, O V, BBus NSWIT, GradDipEd CSTurt
Prescott, D A W, BA(Hons) Syd, GDipEd sydneyCAE, MApplling Monash
Reil, S P, BA QLD, MEd MEd(Hons) TechnolSyd
Ridolfo, H M
†Ward, L F, DipTrain&AssessSys ASCM, MEd Macq, BBus CSTurt

Media Technologist
Fell, R R, BMediaComm CSTurt

Dispatch/Assignments Coordinator
Carrick, L

Graphic Designer
O'Neill, A G, DipGraphic Design SIT

Print Production Coordinators
Cavanough, A J
Robinsson, C S

Production Coordinators
Lea, M B
Toal, K L, BA Syd

Senior Administrative Officer
Ryan, A M, AssocDegBusStud CSTurt

Media Development Coordinators
Broekman, S L
Campbell, L R
Hardy, G C, GradCertNetPub CSTurt
†Johnson, E J
Langham, M A
†Leighton, S M
Thurbon, N L
†White, L M
Quality Enhancement & Evaluation Services

Director
Naidu, S, DipEd MA SPac, BEd Waik, DPhil Concordia

Teaching & Staff Development Coordinator
McKenzie, A D, DipEd BA Monash, MSci(Hons) WSyd

Coordinator Evaluation Services
Sequeira, D, BA Bangalore, MEd PhD Baroda

Teaching & Staff Development Administrative Officer
Reid, L D

Strategic Learning & Teaching Innovation

Director
Uys, P M, AdvDipTertTeach WellPolyTech, BCom Stell, BCom(Hons) UNISA, PhD Well

Manager, Systems Development
†Calvert, D, DipProjMgt NE, BAppSc CSturt
†Parker, S M, BBus BBus(Hons) GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSturt

Media Technologist
Klapdor, T B, AssocDegMultimedia BA CSturt

Senior Systems Officer
†Parker, S M, BBus BBus(Hons) GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSturt

Systems Officers
Cochrane, M G, BInfoTech GradCertInfoTech CSturt
Mistry, K D, BEng SVPIT
Division of Library Services

Executive Office

Executive Director
Oakley, S D, BA GradDipMgt MMgt WAust, AALIA
Copyright Coordinator
Peterson, K A

Business Services

Manager
Morrice, J A, DipBus WInstTAFE, GradCertMgtComm NSW TAFE
Finance Officer
Murray, K L, BBus CSturt

Development Services

Director
Bishop, S A, BA NSW, GradDipLibSc Kuring-gaiCAE
Coordinator, Digital Services
Smith, K M, BA Kuring-gaiCAE
Coordinator, Project Management
Cox, S F, GradDipMgt CQld, GradDipChildLit Macq, BA RiverinaCAE, GradCertProjMgmt CSturt, AALIA

Client Services

Director
Ferguson, A K, GDipLib RGIT, MA Aberd, AALIA

DLS, Access Services, Office

Coordinator, Library Management System
Dissanayake, B G, MLIS Colombo, MSc(Hons) Patrice Lumumba
Team Leader, Interlibrary Loans
Ianson, K R

Access Services, Albury

Manager
Ryder, J L, BA(Hons) LaTrobe, GDipIM RMIT

Access Services, Bathurst

Manager, Access Services
...

Access Services, Orange

Manager
Cochrane, F A, BAppSc MA TechnolSyd, GradCertInfoTech NE, GradDipMkt WSyd

Access Services, Wagga

Section Manager, Access Services
Murphy, J, ADipLib BAppSocSci RMIT, DipWelfSt Sunraysia TAFE, BA Deakin

Collection Services

Section Manager
Evans, I G, BA DipEd NSW, GDipTLib Kuring-gaiCAE
Coordinator, Cataloguing
Arrow, J M, GDipScTeacherLibrarianship E Cowan, DipTeach Mitchell CAE, MAAppSc CSturt
Coordinator, Datasets
Boland, D E, BSc NE, GDipLib BallaratCAE
Librarian, Subscription Services
Khoo, H C, BSc(Hons) DipEd MSc Malay, GradDipArts CSturt
Librarian, Acquisitions
Sleeman, G S, ALAA
Librarians, Cataloguing
Daws, C J, BA LaTrobe, GradDiplInfM Monash
Griffiths, C N, BA CSturt, AALIA
Information & Liaison Services

Coordinator, Information Literacy
Johnstone, M, BA DipEd Macq, GDipTLib SAust, GradDipSpecEd CSturt

Coordinator, Library Web
Macq, GDipTLib SAust, GradDipSpecEd CSturt

Team Leader, Faculty Liaison
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

Faculty Liaison Librarian
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

‡Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

Team Leader, Library Web
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

Team Leader, Information & Liaison Services
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

Librarians, Faculty Liaison
‡Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

Faculty Liaison Librarian
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

Librarians, Information & Liaison Services
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

Library Officers, Information & Liaison Services
†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt

†Hosie, B A, BInfoTech(Hons) CSturt
Division of Marketing

Executive Office

Director
Ansell, S A J, HND Ealing C.H.E., MBA CSturt
TAFE Marketing & Relations Manager
Hampton, A Y
International Marketing Officer
Tarbit, A S, BBus QldUT

Communications

Manager
Shephard, M T, BA CSturt
Marketing Web Coordinator / Editor
Whitbourn, C T, BA NSW
Graphic Designers
Felke, A L, BA(GraphicDesign) CSturt
Watts, B J, DipGraphic Design AdvDipGraphicDesign ABA
Web Officer
†Slater, T M, BSc NSW

Contact Centre

Manager
Browning, K A, AdvCertTelecomm CertWorkplaceTrain DipCallCentreMgt WInstTAFE, GradCertMgtComm
NSWTAFE, BBusStud CSturt
Training & Development Coordinator
Hughes, S, DipTeach Catholic College of Education
Team Leaders
Gorrell, C R
Heffernan, T J

Advertising & Media Relations

Manager
Vincent, P M, BA CSturt
Advertising Coordinator
Richens, K A
Media Officers
Andrews, B P, MA Deakin, DipT MitchellCAE
†Halloran, F L, MA NSW, BA MitchellCAE
Ward, W S, BScAg GDipAgEc NE, MA CSturt
Media/Promotions Officer
Manning, H W, BA CSturt
Advertising Officer
Byrnes, E P, DipFA NSWTAFE, BA(CommStud) Newcastle(NSW)

Marketing Development

Manager
Howell, C, BA(LiberalStudies) RiverinaMurrayIHE, MBus CSturt
Market Analyst/Researcher
Lasky, G F J, BBus MBus CSturt
Marketing Officers
†Connolly, J, MBus TechnolSyd
Earle, A C, BBus(Mkt) CSturt
Le Brocque, C T, BBus VictoriaUT
Perry, K P, BBusTourism SCross
Petzel, R
International Client Liaison Office
†Williamson, C A, BA UQ
Prospective Student Advisers
Brodie, J L
Connell, A P, BBus CSturt
Dwyer, N F
Farrell, K L, BBus BHumanMvt CSturt
Gale Collins, R J, BCom NE, GradCertJourn MA CSturt
Hill, E K, BComm RMIT
Sparkes, L M, BPTP WSyd
Division of Student Administration

Office of the Executive Director

Executive Director
Honey, G B, BBus RiverinaMurrayIHE, GradCertMgt CSTurt

Director
Evans, M D K, BA ANU, GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSTurt

Executive Assistant
Pike, L A, CertIVBus CertIVTeamLead DipBusFrontlineMgt RiverinaTAFE

Admissions

Manager
Dawe, M J, BMgt SCross

Senior Client Services Officers
Barton, S J
Smith, M

Client Services Officers
Armour, T L
Crossing, G J
Loader, C A
Manton, L S, BA NE, LittB(Hons) Deakin
Schmidt, A L
Van Wel, F A

School Liaison Officer
Morrison, J A

Client Services

Manager
Quah, M J, DipT ChristchurchTC, GradCertUnivLead&Mgt CSTurt

Senior Client Services Officers
†Gregory, P
†Lee, H C, BAppSc BTeach Deakin
Thurling, S D

Client Services Officers
Aylmore, K M, BA Monash
Bebbington, R M, AdvCertIT WodongaTAFE
†Brabin, E J
Cattell, S M, AdvCertMgt NSWTAFE
Chaplin, D R
Miller, K A
†Reberger, M A
St John, K
Stewart, A R
†Taylor, J M
Whittaker, M T, BA CSTurt

Innovation & Training

Manager
Cleary, J T, BEd GradCertMgt MEd LaTrobe

Senior Client Services Officer
Chapman, S K, BCom NSW, GradDipSocSc NE

Client Services Officer
Pleming, K M, BBus MitchellCAE
Tinley, D A, BCom Griff

Student Liaison Officer
Suckling, P L

Operations

Manager
Martin, S S, BA GradDipBus CSTurt

Senior Client Services Officers
Bellairs, M M
McKinley, E J

Client Services Officers
Barnett, K P
Castle, P W
Flanagan, V M
Partnerships & Pathways

Manager
Howard, L M
Potter, M G, DipTeach BEd AvonColl, DipSocSc Massey, GDipTESOL SAustCAE

Senior Client Services Officers
Knox, J M
May, S L, DipEd BA Macq, MSustMgmt Syd

Client Services Officers
†Cowling, L, DipEqMTh NSWTAFE
†Hall, G M, BA ANU, GDipSecStud Canberra
Henley, M T, BA CSsturt
Hindle, B J
Lewin, J S
Morris, V K
Munro, A J, AssocDipAppSc NTerritory

Student Systems

Manager
McDermott, I W, AssocDipInfoTech BInfoTech CSsturt

Student Systems Analysts
Dewar, S R, BA BS(Sc)(Hons) ANU
Dury, F M, BInfoTech CSsturt
Munro, S L
Rogers, N M

Client Services Officer
Malfroy, E L, BA(Hons) WSyd
Office of Student Services

Student Services Office

Director
Thomson, S P, BEd Syd, MEd TechnolSyd, GradCertHRM CSturt

Manager, Continuous Improvement & Comp
Everaardt, J P T, ADipBus NSWTAFE, BBus CSturt

Website Coordinator
Haslop, P, DipIT WinSTAFE

Student Support

Manager
Shaw, P F, BEc Macq

Health Promotion Officer
Pearce, C, RN NSW NurseReg, BBus(Admin) CSturt

Student Support Officers
Ansell, R M
Baker, H J
Blomfield, J
†Bullock, P M, BEd CSturt
Elliott, L D, DipCommunSrv WodongaTAFE
Furze, L S, BA LaTrobe, GDipEdStud(MulticulturalEd) NE
Granger, N L, BHumanMvt GradDipSecEd CSturt
Kerr, T A, BA Boston, LLM NSW, JurisD NorthEastern
Leis, A J, BCom Wyong
Read, K M
Roche, C N, BA CSturt
Ryan, J P

Sporting Complex Supervisor
Mottee, L V

General Assistant, Sporting Facilities
Curran, M D

Student Access & Counselling

Manager
Sweeting, J E, DipSW MSocWk Kent, BEd(Hons) Greenwich

Student Community Coordinator
Simmons, G D, BA BSocWk Melb

Student Counsellors
Foy, S N D, BA NE, BSocSc(Hons) PhD CSturt
Murrell-Orgill, K M, BA BSocWk(Hons) CSturt

Assistive Technical Officer
Boyd, S L, BAAdvVocEd CSturt

Disability Liaison Officers
Lavicka, K A, BAppScOT Cumb
†Shaw, R L, BA NSW

Scholarship Officer
Colombera, C A

Student Equity & Diversity Officer
Perkins, C M, BA Canberra

Administration Officer
†Ayton, R D

Administration Assistant
Dawson, K M